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Upon this point a page of history
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In 1991, the United States Supreme Court handed down two
landmark decisions, Chisom v. Romer2 and Houston Lawyers Ass'n
*

Senior Partner, Johnson & Davis, Harlingen, Texas; B.A., 1942, University of Texas;

L.L.B., 1947, University of Texas; Fellow, American College of Trial Lawyers; President,

State Bar of Texas (1982-1983).
** Associate, Clark, West, Keller, Butler & Ellis, Dallas, Texas; B.A., 1982, Auburn
University; J.D., 1988, St. Mary's University.
1. New York Trust Co. v. Eisner, 256 U.S. 345, 349 (1921).

2. See generally IlI S. Ct. 2354 (1991) (holding that the term "representative" as used
in the Voting Rights Act of 1965 meant winners of representative popular elections, including
elected judges).
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v. Attorney General of Texas, 3 which determined that state judicial
elections fall within the coverage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965,
as amended (the Act). 4 The Act prohibits voting procedures that
result in a denial or abridgement of the right to vote on account of
race or color.' Impelled by these decisions, a number of states which

utilize the elective system of judicial selection, including Texas, now
face an immediate need to change their election systems in order to
assure compliance with the requirements of the Act. 6 These changes
3. See generally 111 S. Ct. 2376 (1991) (holding that section 2 of the Act applies to
judical elections in county-wide single member district).
4. 42 U.S.C. § 1973 (1988).
5. Id. As amended in 1982, Section 2 of the Act now provides:
(a) No voting qualification or prerequisite to voting or standard, practice, or
procedure shall be imposed or applied by any State or political subdivision in a
manner which results in a denial or abridgement of the right of any citizen of the
United States to vote on account of race or color, or in contravention of the
guarantees set forth in section 1973b(f)(2) of this title, as provided in subsection (b)
of this section.
(b) A violation of subsection (a) of this section is established if, based on the totality
of circumstances, it is shown that the political processes leading to nomination or
election in the State or political subdivision are not equally open to participation by
members of a class of citizens protected by subsection (a) of this section in that its
members have less opportunity than other members of the electorate to participate
in the political process and to elect representatives of their choice. The extent to
which members of a protected class have been elected to office in the State or
political subdivision is one circumstance which may be considered: Provided, That
nothing in this section establishes a right to have members of a protected class
elected in numbers equal to their proportion in the population.
Id. § 1973(a)-(b).
6. At present only nine states fill positions on their highest courts by partisan elections.
These are Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Mississippi, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Texas and West Virginia. PATRICK M. McFADDEN, AMERICAN JUDICATURE SOCIETY, ELECTING
JUSTICE: THE LAW AND ETmscs OF JUDICIAL ELECTION CAMPAIGNS 5-6 and 131-32 (1990); see
also, SARA MATmIAs, AMIERIcAN JUDICATURE SOCIETY ELECTING JUSTICE: A HANDBOOK OF
JUDICIAL ELECTION REFo ums, 142-43 (1990); John L. Hill, Jr., Taking Texas Judges Out of
Politics: An Argument for Merit Election, 40 BAYLOR L. REv. 339, 355 (1988); AMERICAN
JUDICATURE SOCIETY, JUDICIAL SELECTION IN THE STATE'S APPELLATE AND

GENERAL

JURISPRU-

COURTS (1986, as rev. Feb. 7, 1989). Twenty-two other states and the District of
Columbia follow an election process in selecting at least some of their judges. See MATEIAS,
at 142. Of these, eighteen states utilize nonpartisan elections to select some or all judges. Id.
at 14243. The following states initially select members of their highest court by nonpartisan
elections: Georgia, Idaho, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Washington and Wisconsin. McFADDEN, at app. A, 178-88.
Additionally, Arizona, Florida, Minnesota, Oklahoma and South Dakota have adopted variations of the nonpartisan election procedure, either to fill positions on some lower level courts
or in connection with retention elections. MATHIAS, at 143-44. A total of thirty-nine states
utilize the election process in some form, including retention elections. McFADDEN, at 9;
MATI As at 11.
DENCE
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are mechanical, but they are complicated, and their full impact is
not yet known.
The purpose of this article is to look beyond the narrow problem
of adjusting boundaries of judicial districts sufficiently to avoid
diluting minority voting power, and to instead focus on solving the
larger problems inherent in the judicial elections. By changing the
system, perhaps to some form of the so-called "merit plan," the
difficulties presented by the United States Supreme Court's Chisom
and Houston Lawyers decisions can be largely avoided, and the
growing hazard to our judicial system from partisanship and the
influence of big money will also be diminished.
This article will accordingly explore and define the contradictions
between the roles of a judge as both politician and as independent
arbitrator under Texas' current elective system. Initially, this article
will discuss the historical background of judicial selection and illustrate the problems that arise with an elective system of selection.
This article will then discuss the widespread ramifications caused by
the ethical anomaly of soliciting needed campaign support, but
subsequently maintaining an image of impartiality. Next, this article
will examine the history of Texas' selection of judges to demonstrate
the public's earlier deference for the elective process. Additionally,
this article will focus on the increasing role of campaign contributions
in the judicial election process and reasons for those increases. In
particular, the question of whether campaign funds actually influence
judges' decisions and the resulting need for judicial selection reform
will be discussed. Furthermore, the mounting danger to our judicial
system, linked to gifts of large sums of money to judicial candidates,
will be considered in some detail. Finally, this article will advocate
a proposal to minimize the ill effects of partisan politics and the
corrupting influence of money, however categorized, in judicial selection.
This article will not attempt to predict whether the Attorney
General's preclearance should or will be required with respect to the
judicial retention elections. Such elections are a common feature of
the judicial merit selection systems presently adopted in some twentytwo states, and the District of Columbia, which presently utilize that
system to select most or all of their judges. 7 The question is of some

7.

See MATriAs, supra note 6, at 142. These states are: Alaska, Arizona, Colorado,
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academic interest, and as such, may be worthy of a separate study. 8
For purposes of this article, however, it is assumed, arguendo, that
such preclearance will be required in any change that is effected.'
This article will not advocate any particular form of merit
selection plan, except to suggest that if partisan politics and campaign

Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah,
Vermont and Wyoming. Id. at 142-43.
8. The argument is made by some legal scholars that if an elective system of judicial
selection in a state is determined to be discriminatory, preclearance from the office of the
Attorney General will be legally required prior to implementation of any change to a merit
selection system, following a general election of the voters approving such a change. Those
adhering to this school of thought contend that it is unlikely that such approval will be
forthcoming from the Justice Department or the lower federal courts. Amid the scholarly
discussion, however, emerged the Chisom decision which appears to weaken that position. See
IIl S. Ct. 2354 (1991). In Chisom, the Court states:
Louisiana could, of course, exclude its judiciary from the coverage of the Voting
Rights Act by changing to a system in which judges are appointed, and in that way,
it could enable its judges to be indifferent to popular opinion. The reasons why
Louisiana has chosen otherwise are precisely the reasons why it is appropriate for §
2, as well as § 5, of the Voting Rights Act to continue to apply to its judicial
elections.
Id. at 2367 (emphasis added).
If the Texas district judge election process is found to be discriminatory, after further
consideration under Houston Lawyers, 111 S. Ct. 2376 (1991), then preclearance would clearly
be required as a prerequisite to adoption of a different elective system for selecting district
judges. But it does not follow that such approval would be required if the change is to a
merit selection system or other appointive system of judicial selection.
9. There is scholarly opinion to the contrary. In an amicus brief to the Supreme Court
in Houston Lawyers, the American Judicature Society opined:
The Voting Rights Act does not apply to merit selection procedure because such
procedures are not elective. A system under which the state executive makes judicial
appointments from a pool of qualified candidates, as to which citizens have no
elective voice, simply does not result in voters of one class receiving 'less opportunity
than other members of the electorate ... to elect representatives of their choice.'
42 U.S.C. § 1973 (1988). And, although many merit selection systems grant the
public a form of popular veto over judges through periodic retention elections,
neither do such elections result in the election of public representatives within the
meaning of the Act because Judges removed through retention elections are replaced
by executive appointment, not by popular election.
Amicus brief at 2-3, Houston Lawyers Ass'n (Nos. 90-813, 90-974).
Absent some problem of intentional discrimination, it seems rather clear that section 2 of
the Act does not cover retention elections. The Court explained in Houston Lawyers that this
section is predicated upon proof of two facts, namely that the plaintiff-class had less opportunity
than did other residents to (1) participate in the political process and (2) to elect representatives
of their choice. III S. Ct. 2381. Merit selection plans are appointive, not elective. Id. Section
5 of the Act, however, does not contain the same wording, and the applicability of that statute
is another question. Id.
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contributions are apt to affect election results, some recognized form
of merit plan should replace the elective system for selection of all
judges at all levels. The distinguishing features of various merit plans
have been the subject of many previous scholarly discussions and
most of these plans contain the same basic elements.' 0
II.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In the summer of 1964, supernumerary justice and former Chief
Justice Nelson S. Corn of the Oklahoma Supreme Court was convicted of federal income tax evasion and sent to prison." The
conviction was based on a $150,000 payment made to Justice Corn
by Selected Investments Corporation in 1956.12 The payment, which
was shared with at least two other justices of that court, was a bribe
given in return for a favorable opinion in a tax case then pending
before the court. 3 Originally, Justice Corn claimed that the payment
was for "campaign expenses.' 4 In the later bankruptcy proceedings

10. One commentator has described the essential element of most merit plans as follows:
Although numerous forms of merit selection and retention exist, I would suggest
that the essentials include the following: 1) That all trial court and appellate court
judicial vacancies be open for application to anyone meeting minimum criteria, such
as membership in good standing of the Bar and residence in the jurisdiction; 2)
That an independent judicial nominating commission comprising both lawyers and
nonlawyers-and whose members would serve staggered terms-review all applications and screen the applicants to develop a final list of ten or fewer fully qualified
candidates; 3) That this final list by then submitted to the Governor who will make
the actual appointment, limited to the candidates on that list; and 4) That a safety
valve exist by an elective recall process in the event a super-majority of the voters
wish to remove a particular judge.
Trompter, The Case for Merit Selection of Judges, 15-5 DALLAS BAR ASS'N HEADNOTES, at 4
(May 15 1991). See also McFADDEN, supra note 6, at 7; Anthony Champagne, Overview of
Merit Selection Plans and Recent Developments, in THE TEXAS PLAN: MERIT SELECTION OF
JUDGES

II.

13, 13 (Nov. 1986).
S. Q. 415 Would be Helpful,

Returns, THE

DAILY OKLAHOMAN,

OKLA.

CrrY Tnmms, July 11, 1964, § 1, at 1; A Ghost

March 23, 1965, § 1,at 13, col. 2.

12. A Ghost Returns, supra note 11, § 1, at 13, col. 2. See Katherine Hatch, Prosecutor
Bares Threats, Pressures in Scandal Probe, THE DaLY OKLAOMA, June 25, 1965, § 1, at 1.
On March 17, 1958, Hugh Carroll told a "bankruptcy hearing that a $200,000 withdrawal
from his Selected Investments Corp. had gone to Pierre Laval, a Canadian oil broker." Id.
Later, Carroll confided that a $150,000 bribe had been paid to Justice Corn. Id.
13. Selected Inv. Corp. v. Oklahoma Tax Comm'n, 309 P.2d 267 (Okla. 1957); see
Malcolm Hall, Note, Courts: Scandal in the Oklahoma Supreme Court, 20 OKLA. L. REv.
417, 418 (1967).
14. Electioneering Judges, THE DAILY OXLAHOMAN, July 7, 1964, § 1, at 13; see Johnson
v. Johnson, 424 P.2d 414, 416 (Okla. 1967).
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of Selected Investments Corporation, however, the payment and its
actual nature were revealed. 5
After his resignation from the bench and his imprisonment,
former Justice Corn gave prosecuting authorities a lengthy statement
admitting that the payment was a bribe. 16 In his statement, he
implicated others on the court. 7 The statement, according to a
legislator who read it, told a story " 'so sordid, sickening and
discouraging, its contents must be revealed for the good of us all.' "18
In a series of investigations following the chance disclosures in
the Selected Investments bankruptcy, it became evident that bribery
under the guise of "campaign contributions" had been tainting
decisions of the Oklahoma Supreme Court and that this situation
may have existed for possibly as long as thirty years. 19
Thereafter, within a span of some fourteen months, three justices
of the Oklahoma Supreme Court were disgraced.2 0 Two were convicted and imprisoned. 2' A third justice was convicted and removed

15. A Ghost Returns, supra note 11, § 1, at 13, col. 2; Hatch, supra note 12, § 1, at I.
16. 424 P.2d at 416; A Ghost Returns, supra note 11, § 1, at 13.
17. Id.; see Hall, supra note 13, at 418-19.
18. A Ghost Returns, supra note 11, § 1, at 13.
19. See Sydney Draper, Court Bribes Cover 30 Years?, OKLA. CrY Tms, April 16, 1965,
§ 1, at 1; Hatch, supra note 12, § 1, at 1; Pandora'sBox, THE DAILY OKL.AHowA, Aug. 12,
1965, § 1, at 9. As explained in a later opinion of the Oklahoma Supreme Court:
Nelson S. Corn was first elected to this Court in 1934 and served continuously until
January of 1959. He then became a supernumerary justice until his resignation in
July of 1964. At that time he entered a plea of noo contendere to a federal charge
of filing false income tax returns and was sentenced upon such plea. On December
9, 1964, while serving his sentence, he made a statement under oath setting out the
details of his dishonesty. From this statement, and from other evidence before us,
it appears that during the first term of office he made a bargain with an Oklahoma
City attorney that in return for payment of campaign expenses he would vote as the
attorney directed 'as a sixth man' in any case where there were already five votes
in favor of an opinion. The attorney created a campaign fund for him and gave
him money from time to time after Corn had voted as he directed. In later years,
it is apparent, the agreement to vote only in cases where a majority was already in
favor of the opinion was disregarded and Corn voted as the attorney desired in any
case where he was requested to do so. Corn also stated that in certain cases (arising
after the decision in this case in 1954) he had received large bribes for favorable
opinions and that he had given part of a bribe to two former justices of this Court,
one of whom has now been impeached, and the other of whom has resigned both
from his office and from the Bar.
Johnson v. Johnson, 424 P.2d 414, 416 (Okla. 1967) (emphasis added).
20. See Hugh Hall, State Court Reform Efforts Futile, OKLA. CITY TImEs, June 16, 1965,
§ I, at 18.
21. See id.
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from office on impeachment charges of corruption and bribery by
the Oklahoma Senate. 2 A fourth justice was also accused of "undue
interest" in a case in which bribery was admitted, but he subsequently
died and two powerful lawyers were convicted of perjury and income

tax evasion.

The unfortunate consequence of these occurances was

that the validity of the judgments of that court, extending back for

more than two decades, were cast in doubt. 24

Therein hangs a tale worth considering by Texas lawyers as they

debate the question of abandoning our elective system of judicial
selection, which involves increasingly large campaign contributions,

for some form of merit selection. The latter method in most cases
obviates the need for such largesse.

As the profound implications of the 1991 decisions of the United
States Supreme Court in Chisom v. Roemer25 and Houston Lawyer's
Ass'n v. Attorney General of Texas26 echo across the nation, it
appears inevitable that changes must be made in procedures for
electing judges and justices. Some thirty-one states elect at least some

judges. 27 In Texas and seven other states, all judges are selected
through partisan elections. 2 In these states, there is a likelihood that
22. See id.

23. See id.; Hall, supra note 13, at 417.
24. See Johnson v. Johnson, 424 P.2d 414, 418 (Okla. 1967); Hall, supra note 13, at
420; Pandora'sBox, supra note 19, § I, at 9. The court in Johnson ultimately held that, in
the absence of a hearing on a challenge thereto and some evidence of wrongdoing, Justice
Corn did not automatically forfeit his office because of his corrupt agreement under the
forfeiture of office provision in Section 3 of Article VII of the Oklahoma Constitution, since
such a holding would create a "shambles" of titles and status throughout the state. See 414
P.2d at 417-18.
Corn cast the deciding vote in over one thousand cases in the Oklahoma Supreme Court
between 1938 and 1959. See id. at 418. In a concurring opinion, Special Justice Merrill would
have held Corn automatically disqualified, voiding the judgment in all cases decided on a
majority vote of five against a dissenting vote, but he concurred in the majority result because
of the difficulties inherent in setting aside so many judgments. See Id. at 423-24. See also
Oklahoma Co. v. O'Neil, 431 P.2d 445, 448 (Okla. 1967) (Bill of Review granted).
25. Chisom v. Roemer, 111 S. Ct. 2354 (1991).
26. Houston Lawyer's Ass'n v. Attorney Gen. of Texas, 111 S. Ct. 2376 (1991).
27. According to the most recent survey of the American Judicature Society, the following
states elect at least some judges initially (not considering retention elections): Alabama, Arizona,
Arkansas, California, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New York, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas,
Washington, Wisconsin and West Virginia. McFADDEN, supra note 6, app. A. at 177-80; see
also MATHiAs, supra note 6, at 11, 142.
28. MATiAs, supra note 6, at 142. The other states are: Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois,
Mississippi, North Carolina, Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Id.
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some judicial districts will be revamped, perhaps under federal court
supervision, to avoid dilution of minority voting strength.
The mandate for change presents an opportunity to reconsider
and correct some of the deeper ills inherent in our present elective
system of judicial selection. Heretofore, resistance to any change in
the system has been firm and stratified, based upon historical precedent, voter apathy, and entrenched political and economic interests. 9
With Chisom's shattering of that resistance, the time has come to
take a broader look at our system in the perspective of history and
changed circumstances. 30 Adopting a parochial attitude which simply
confines change to the correction of some mechanical detail in the
elective process will not cure those monumental problems which have
from time to time brought disrespect to our judicial system. 3 '
Viewed in this light, it is important to look back at problems
which have already arisen in connection with the elective system of
judicial selection in order to avoid them in the future. Weaknesses
in the elective system visited disaster upon the judicial system of our
neighbor state.12 Wisdom suggests that broad systemic changes be
made to avoid these flaws, for, as Abraham Lincoln said: "What
has once happened, will invariably happen again, when the same
circumstances which combined to produce it, shall again combine in
the same way." 3
Oklahoma entered the Union more than sixty years after Texas
achieved statehood 4 Oklahoma's original constitution contained a

29. W. St. John Garwood, Judicial Revision - An Argument for the Merit Plan for
Judicial Selection and Tenure, 5 TEx. TECH L. REv. 1, 12-19 (1973); Hill supra note 6, at
353-55.
30. Chisom v. Roemer, 111 S. Ct. 2354 (1991). Changes in judicial voting districts are
mandated in Louisiana and may be ordered also in Texas. These involve possible amendments
to the state constitution. The present Texas Constitution requires, among other things, that
district judges must have resided in the district for two years next preceding election. TEx.
CoNsT. art. V, § 7. In Louisiana, certain voting districts are prescribed by the state constitution.
See LA. CONST. art. V, §§ 4, 9, and 14.
31. In the 1991 session of the Texas Legislature, several resolutions were presented which
would have initiated some changes in the Texas system of judicial selection. All of these failed.
Among the bills unsuccessfully presented were S.B. 2, 3 and 4 (Eddie Bernice Johnson, DDallas) and House Bills 252 and 419 (Sefronia Thompson, D-Houston) which simply proposed
constitutional amendments to create subdistricts for judicial elections.
32. See supra notes 11-24.
33. Abraham Lincoln, Speech on the Sub-Treasury in the hall of the House of Representatives, Springfield, Illinois (December 26, 1839), in Roy P. BASLER, I TIE COLLECTED WORKS
OF ABRAHAm LINCOLN 165, (1953).

34. Texas joined the Union on December 29, 1845. 26

ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA

542
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judicial article patterned after that which existed, and still exists with

minor changes, in Texas.35 In 1967, the Oklahoma constitution's
judicial article was amended to change judicial selection to a "merit"
based system.36 However, during the many years that Justice Corn
and his colleagues served on7 the Oklahoma bench, judges were chosen
through partisan elections.

For many years prior to 1966, the Oklahoma Bar had unsuccessfully attempted to alleviate problems with the judicial system of
that state, including the elimination of politics from that system.38

Resistance was stiff and vocal from some of the leading figures in
Oklahoma politics. 39 In 1961, a merit selection plan, not unlike the

recently proposed, so-called "Texas Plan, ' ' 40 failed to get out of

legislative committee. 41 According to former Dean Earl Sneed of the

University of Oklahoma Law School, the opponents of the plan
argued that the plan was "not grounded in the democratic process"
and equated the Oklahoma plan with the "federal system." 42 Dean

Sneed emphasized that there were in fact more differences than

similarities between the two plans. 43 Today, these arguments are

familiar to those who have followed the discussions relating to judicial
reform in Texas. 44 In the current debate, Oklahoma's grim experience
(1988). Oklahoma became a state on November 16, 1907. 20 ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA 687
(1988).
35. Compare OxLA. CONST. art. 7 with TEx. CONsT. art V.
36. See OKLA. CONST. art. 7, 63; George B. Fraser, Oklahoma's New JudicialSystem, 21
Ox.A. L. REv. 373, 391-94 (1968).
37. Justice Corn was first elected in 1934 and resigned his office in 1964. Johnson v.
Johnson, 424 P.2d 414, 416 (Okla. 1967).
38. See Earl Sneed, Unfinished Business or All the Way in One Play, 19 Oru. L. REv.
5, 11 (1966).

39.

Id. at 7.

40. See Hill, supra note 6, at 355-63 (detailing the "Texas Plan").
41. See Sneed, supra note 38, at 7.
42. Id. at 12.
43. Id.
44. See, e.g., Kirk P. Watson, People Should Have a Voice in Picking Their Policy
Makers, 53 TEx. B.J. 757 (1990); Philip L. Dubois, Accountability, Independence, and the
Selection of State Judges: The Role of PopularJudicialElections, 40 (Special Issue) Sw. L.J.
31, 52 (1986); Otto B. Mullinax, Judicial Selection, 36 TEx. B.J. 174 (1973) (letter to the
editor); Otto B. Mullinax, JudicialRevision - An Argument Against the Merit Plan for Judicial
Selection and Tenure, 5 TEx. TECH L. REv. 21 (1973); Warren Burnett, Observations on the
Direction-ElectionMethod of Judicial Selection, 44 TEx. L. RaV. 1098 (1966). Contra, Hill,
supra note 6, at 355-61; James P. Snell, JudicialSelection: Another View, 53 TEx. B.J. 1104,
1104-05 (1990); Norman Krivosha, Acquiring Judges by the Merit Selection Method: The Case
for Adopting Such a Method, 40 (Special Issue) Sw. L.J. 15 (1986).
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seems to have remained unnoted, perhaps because of concerns that
incumbent judges might take offense.
Dean Sneed predicted in 1966 that the "forces of lethargy, the

forces of self-interest, and the built-in opposition to any change will
work against.

.

." persons championing reform of Oklahoma's elec-

tive system of judicial selection. 45 Whatever lethargy may have afflicted the Oklahoma electorate prior to 1966 seems to have evaporated,

however, when the full impact of startling revelations spawned in
the Selected Investments bankruptcy proceeding became generally

known. In July, 1967, Oklahomans approved a complete revision of
the judicial article of their constitution, adopting a merit selection
plan and eliminating elections for all appellate judgeships and approving a non-partisan election process for district judgeships. 6
In the meantime, concerns continue to mount in both the Texas
Bar and media regarding the State's elective system of judicial
selection, particularly with respect to the influence of campaign

contributions. 47 The media's attention to the judicial decision-making

process of the state's highest court has heightened the public's

concern.

48

For example, on June 7, 1983, the Texas Supreme Court was

deadlocked in a decision involving alleged mismanagement of mineral
leases by Clinton Manges, a wealthy, well-known south Texas

rancher. 49 The lower court had ruled against Mr. Manges, removing
him as manager of the lease and awarding the plaintiff $382,000 in
actual damages and $500,000 in exemplary damages. 50 Manges ap-

45. Sneed, supra note 38, at 17.
46. OKLA. CONST. art. 7; Fraser, supra note 36, at 373.
47. Hill, supra note 6, at 341-43; see also infra note 78.
48. Hill, supra note 6, at 341-43; see also infra note 72.
49. See Ken Case, Blind Justice, 134 TEx. MONTHLY, May 1987, at 136, 195-96. The
deadlock and incidents surrounding the decision were so unusual that several briefing attorneys
made notes of the incident. Id. at 195. Justice C. L. Ray, who normally required his briefing
attorneys to prepare all of the drafts of his opinions, composed the draft himself. Id. Ray's
first presentation of the opinion shocked the other justices and the briefing attorneys. Id.
Justice Ray's first opinion maintained that Manges had committed no violations of the law
and reversed the judgment. Id. The court rejected the opinion and also rejected Ray's revised
draft of the opinion. Id. One briefing attorney wrote "[the bad thing is that Judge Ray's
opinion [was] so very wrong that it [was] evident to everyone up here that he [had] written it
solely in the best interest of Manges, not in accord with the law ... ." Id.
50. Manges v. Guerra, 621 S.W.2d 652, 659-60 (Tex. App.-Waco 1981), aff'd in part,
rev'd in part, 673 S.W.2d 180 (Tex. 1984). The Guerras, who were mineral co-tenants, sued
Manges for failure to use diligence in leasing the minerals to other parties and for leasing
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pealed the judgment to the Texas Supreme Court. 5 One justice
excused himself from the decision because of his involvement in a
prior lawsuit with Manges.5 2 Seven justices were split: three justices
agreed with the lower court opinion and four justices held in favor
of Manges.5 3 Justice Robertson, the only remaining justice to vote,
was in a precarious predicament, having recently accepted $100,000
in campaign contributions from Manges and his attorney.

4

Thus,

5
when it came time to cast his vote, Robertson recused himself.1
Following Robertson's recusal, Chief Justice Pope announced
that the court would affirm the lower court's holding since the fivevote requirement to reverse the opinion had not been met.5 6 In
response to this announcement, Robertson quickly voted in favor of
Manges. 7 The next day, an opinion was released which permitted
Manges to remain as manager of the mineral leases and eliminated
the $500,000 in exemplary damages. 8

some of minerals to himself at purported unfair terms, and they had prevailed in the lower
courts. Id. at 653. The Waco Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court holding that Manges
had unconscionably disregarded the interests of the other co-tenants and therefore could not
remain executive manager of the mineral estate; that the joint owner was entitled to the
$382,608.79 in actual damages and $500,000 in punitive damages; and that the practice of
leasing to oneself "smack[ed] of fraud" and was incompatible with Texas' doctrine of "utmost
fair dealing." Id. at 660.
51. Manges v. Guerra, 673 S.W.2d 180, 181 (Tex. 1984).
52. Case, supra note 49, at 196. Justice Barrow declined to participate in the decision
because of a possible conflict of interest. See id. Justice Barrow had been personally involved
in a lawsuit with Manges involving a statement made by Barrow during his election campaign.

Id.
53. Id. Justices Pope, Campbell and Wallace agreed with the lower court holding, while
Justices Ray, Kilgarlin, Spears and McGee agreed with a third opinion drafted by Justice Ray.

Id.
54. Id.
55. Id. A briefing attorney reported that Robertson simply said: "I'm going to recuse
myself." Id.
56. Id. Chief Justice Jack Pope announced to the court that according to the Texas
Constitution the reversal of a court of appeals' decision required five votes. Id. See TEx.
CoNsr. art. V, § 2. Since there were only four votes in favor of reversal, the decision was to
be affirmed. Case, supra note 49, at 196.
57. Case, supra note 49, at 196. Justice Robertson reportedly stated: "I'm for the Ray
opinion" and repeated the statement after questioning from fellow justices. Id.
58. Id. This opinion and its concurring and dissenting opinions were subsequently withdrawn by the court. See Manges v. Guerra, 673 S.W.2d at 181. The Texas Supreme Court's
final holding in the case reversed the lower court's holding as to the removal of Manges as
holder of the landowner's executive rights but affirmed the decision with regard to the award
of actual and punitive damages. Id.
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Although the Texas Supreme Court subsequently withdrew this

opinion, 9 Justice Robertson's actions in the described incident illustrate the inherently adverse position in which a judge may be placed
under the current Texas judicial elective process. A judicial candi-

date's need to develop a political network of financial campaign
supporters is fundamentally inconsistent with the requirement that
he remain conspicuously independent and impartial in order to avoid

ethical violations while on the bench.
III.

THE ETHICAL DILE M A IMPOSED

BY THE CURRENT ELECTIVE

PRocEss
The United States Supreme Court recently took notice of the
fundamental tension existing between the ideal character of the
judicial office and the real world of electoral politics.60 This inherent
ethical dilemma has been labeled a "catch-22 of the most obvious
type." '6' The inconsistency arises, among other ways, from an incompatibility between certain ethical standards mandated by the Texas
Code of Judicial Conduct 2 and the increasing financial costs of

59. 673 S.W.2d at 181.
60. See Chisom v. Roemer, III S. Ct. 2354 (1991). In Chisom, the Court noted:
"Financing a campaign, soliciting votes, and attempting to establish charisma or name
identification are, at the very least, unseemly for judicial candidates" because "it is the business
of judges to be indifferent to popularity." Id. at 2367, n.29 (citing Stevens, The Office of an
Office, CMCAGO BAR PEc. 276, 280, 281 (1974)).
61. Leona C. Smoler and Mary K. Stokinger, The Ethical Dilemma of Campaigningfor
Judicial Office: A Proposed Solution, 14 FoRDnAm URB. L.J. 353, 396 (1986).
62. See TEXAS S'PREim COURT, CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT, Canons 1 and 2 (1988)
[hereinafter TEx. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT]. Canon 2 states:
A Judge Should Avoid Impropriety and the Appearance of Impropriety in All
Activities
A. A judge should respect and comply with the law and should conduct himself
or herself at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the integrity
and impartiality of the judiciary.
B. A judge should not allow family, social, or other relationshipsto influence his
or her judicialconduct or judgment. A judge should not lend the prestige of his or
her office to advance the private interests of himself or herself or others; nor should
he or she convey or permit others to convey the impression that they are in a special
position to influence him or her. A judge should not testify voluntarily in an
adjudicative proceeding as a character witness.
Id. (emphasis added).
See Smoler and Stokinger, supra note 61, at 354. In a random sample survey of judges elected
nationwide in April of 1985, one judge noted: "[ilt is unfortunately plain, however, that even
the most ethically conducted campaign involves a series of exceptions to the canons which
warp their spirit and which add nothing to the respect for our judicial system." Id.
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establishing an electable name identity in a state as vast as Texas. 63
To prevent an impression of partiality, Canon 5C(4) provides:
(4) Neither a judge nor a member of his or her family residing
in his or her household should accept a gift, bequest, favor or
loan from anyone except as follows:
(c) a judge or member of his or her family residing in the
household may accept any other gift, bequest favor, or loan only
if the donor is not a party or person whose interests have come
or are likely to come before the judge.6
While parties or persons whose interests have or may come
before a judge are precluded from making gifts to him or her,
lawyers or persons likely to come before the court are not barred
from being solicited by the judge for gifts*61 In fact, lawyers are the
largest contributors to judicial campaigns. 66 Canon 5C(1) incorporates
this paradox into the Code as follows:
C. Financial Activities.
(1) A judge should refrain from financial and business dealings
that tend to reflect adversely on the judge's impartiality, interfere
with the proper performance of the judicial duties, exploit his or
her judicial position, or involve the judge in frequent transactions
with lawyers or persons likely to come before the court on which
the judge serves. This limitation does not prohibit either a judge
or candidate from soliciting funds for appropriatecampaign or
officeholder expenses as permitted by state law.6
The obvious conflict between a requirement that a judge maintain
impartiality, and the ability of a judge to solicit unlimited amounts
of money from the principal persons who appear before him, is not
addressed by the Code. However, some members of the judiciary

63. See Anthony Champagne, The Selection and Retention of Judges in Texas, 40 (Special
Issue) Sw. L.J. 53, 65, 85-89 (1986). See also Keith Anderson, Ethical Problems of Lawyers
and Judges in Election Campaigns, 50 A.B.A.J. 819, 820 (1964) (commenting on the twohorned dilemma of principle versus necessity in a judicial election).
64. TEXAS CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT, Canon 5, pt. C(4) (1988) (emphasis added).
65.

TEXAs CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT, Canon 5, pt. (C)(1) (Vernon Supp. 1992).

66. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 84-88; see also infra notes 72 and 74. A 1986
study in Dallas revealed that from 75 percent to 96 percent of the identifiable contributions
to Dallas County civil judges came from lawyers. Of these lawyers-contributors, 68.7 percent
later appeared before the judges on cases. Mark Edgar and Steve McGonigle, Judges Routinely
Hear Contributors' Cases, DALLAS MoricC NEws, March 22, 1977, at Al.
67.

added).

Texas Code of Judicial Conduct, Canon 5, pt.(c)(1) (Vernon Supp. 1992) (emphasis
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themselves recognize the potential conflicts of interest arising from
the receipt of campaign contributions from interested parties and
attorneys in a suit. For example, one judge maintained that "[t]he
elective process and unbiased judges are mutually exclusive.'' Others
have asserted that if judges are to be elected in the same manner as
69
legislators, then they should not be held to higher ethical standard.
These convictions suggest the elected judge's role may become that
of a mere advocate representing a constituency, forfeiting the impartiality ideal. 70 Even the United States Supreme Court, in Chisom,
recognized this "fundamental tension between the ideal character of
the judicial office and the real world of electoral politics. .... ,,7

68. Smoler and Stokinger, supra note 61, at 395. In Chisom, the Court commented:
The LULAC majority was, of course, entirely correct in observing that "judges
need not be elected at all," 914 F.2d, at 622, and that ideally public opinion should
be irrelevant to the judge's role because the judge is often called upon to disregard,
or even to defy, popular sentiment. The Framers of the Constitution had a similar
understanding of the judicial role, and as a consequence, they established that Article
III judges would be appointed, rather than elected, and would be sheltered from
public opinion by receiving life tenure and salary protection. Indeed, these views
were generally shared by the States during the early years of the Republic. [FN28]
Louisiana, however, has chosen a different course. It has decided to elect its judges
and to compel judicial candidates to vie for popular support just as other political
candidates do.
Chisom v. Romer, II1 S. Ct. 2354, 2366-67 (1991). The Court's opinion leaves little doubt
that it views elective systems of judicial selection as something less than the ideal. Id.
69. Smoler and Stokinger, supra note 61, at 395. In a nationwide survey of judges in
April 1985, several judges noted that the elective process had thrust them into the "political
arena," forcing them to become "political beast[s]" and that since they were required to run
for judicial office "they should not be held to higher ethical standards than federal legislators."
Id. While legislators and governors have constituents who they are expected to represent,
judges are required to act impartially, without political or popular influence. See Krivosha,
supra note 44, at 16. Therefore, forcing judicial candidates into a political arena of popular
elections is without reason. Id.
70. See Hill, supra note 6, at 343; see also, Edmund B. Spaeth, Jr., Reflections on a
Judicial Campaign, 60 JIrDIcATJRE 10 (1976). Judge Spaeth asserted:
A legislator or executive may to some extent represent special interests to whom he
owes his election. To be sure, he should not put those interests ahead of the general
welfare, but no one expects him to be impartial. A judge, however, who is not
impartial is nothing. Worse, he is an oppression; only because of her blindfold is
the goddess of justice given a sword.
Id. at 14. Judge Spaeth further asserted: "The fact that candidates for judicial election must
raise money works against the ideal of an impartial judiciary." Id.
71. See I11 S. Ct. 2354, 2366 (1991). The Chisom Court stated:
We think, however, that the better reading of the word "representatives" describes
the winners of representative, popular elections. If executive officers, such as
prosecutors, sheriffs, state attorneys general, and state treasurers, can be considered
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An underlying problem with the elective system is that substantial
contributions to judicial candidates are in most cases essential to
success. 72 Compounding the problem is the magnitude of contributions given in recent years by individual lawyers, groups of lawyers,
or special interest groups.73 In recent years these amounts have
escalated to enormous sums. 74 At the very least, large contributions
from attorneys who have pending or future litigation before a court
create an appearance of an attempt to exert undue influence. 75 In
1973, a distinguished former justice of the Texas Supreme Court
complained, "[tihese races, even for trial court judgeships, require
large outlays of both money and time. Races for our appellate courts

"representatives" simply because they are chosen by popular election, then the same
reasoning should apply to elected judges.

Id.
72. Philip L. Dubois, Financing Trial Court Elections: Who Contributes to California
JudicialCampaigns?, 70 JUDicATURE 8, 9 (1986) (increased spending on judicial seats necessary
to win or maintain judgeships); see also Champagne, supra note 63, at 84-91 (indicating that
winning candidates received a greater amount of campaign contributions); Hill, supra note 6,
at 341 (illustrating the high correlation between campaign contributions and electoral success).
73. See Sheila Kaplan, Justice for Sale, CoMo CAUSE MAG., May-June 1987, at 29.
(asserting that after years of aiming their larger donations at Congress and the statehouse,
special interests have discovered the courts.); see also MATHIAS, supra note 6, at 43-63. (stating
that high campaign costs and low profile elections cause inordinate candidate dependence on
a small pool of contributors); Janet Elliott, There's Joy in Mudville Over the Battle of the
Giants, TEx. LAw., Nov. 5, 1990, at 5 (stating that in the 1990 race for Texas Supreme Court
Justice, both candidates raised over $2 million); Walter Borges, Select Group Bankrolled '88
Supreme Court Races, Tax. LAw., Apr. 24, 1989, at 1 (reporting that during the 1987-88
election cycle, law firms and attorneys contributed at least $6.25 million to twelve generalelection candidates); Walter Borges, 'The Big-Money Club' Strikes Again, Tax. LAw., Oct.
10, 1988, at 2 (reporting, that three firms gave in excess of $100,000.00 to high court candidates
in the 1988 Supreme Court race); Lawyer Contributions,TEx. LAw., Oct. 24, 1988, at 15.
74. The Texas Research League reported in 1988 that in contested appellate court races,
contributions had increased as follows: 1980 - $1,598,406; 1981 - $1,496,910; 1984 - $2,581,500;
1986 - $3,995.093. Texas Research League, Judging Judicial Selection From the Texas Perspective, 9 ANALYSIS 1, 2, 5 (1988); see also MATHIAS, supra note 6, at 13, 25.
75. See Hill, supra note 6, at 343; Krivosha, supra note 44, at 19; Edward M. Sills, Jury
Still Out Over Hill's Leaving Court, SA ArroNIO LIGHT, Jan. 3, 1988, at BI. Mark Edgar,
2 Ex-judges Label Partisan Process Distasteful, Dumb, DALLAS MORNING NEws, March 22,
1987. In a 1990 study on judicial elections and ethics problems for the American Judicature
Society, it was stated that:
Even if big money does not corrupt the candidates, it gives an appearance that is
especially troubling in the case of the judiciary. Lawyers are the biggest contributors
to judicial races. These same lawyers then often appear before the judges they helped
to elect. Even if these contributions do not prejudice the candidates in favor of the
contributing lawyers, they give the public the appearance of prejudice.
McFADDEN, supra note 6, at xiii. See Mathias, supra note 6, at 11.
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cost far more. The money can easily amount to $100,000 in the case
of our two highest state courts. ' 76 However, in 1990, two candidates
for a single seat on the Texas Supreme Court reported
receiving a
77
total of $2,933,379.55 in campaign contributions.
IV.

CONSEQUENCES OF THE ETHICAL DLEMMA IMPOSED UPON

JUDICIAL CANDIDATES BY THE CURRENT ELECTIVE PROCESS

The costs of running a successful judicial campaign in Texas
have skyrocketed 7 and are paralleled by appearances of impropriety
which have drawn national and statewide attention. 79 Consequently,
the judiciary's image, particularly that of the Texas Supreme Court,
has been seriously tarnished and subjected to serious criticism in the
media and elsewhere.80 Furthermore, the unauthorized receipt of
funds has given rise to public sanctions of two Texas Supreme Court

76. Garwood, supra note 29, at 10.
77. According to reports filed in the Office of the Secretary of State, Justice Oscar H.
Mauzy reported receiving $851,775.54 and expending $897,553.31 during a period from
November 22, 1989, through October 7, 1990. Clay Robison, Court 'Reform' Off Front
Burner?, HousToN CHRoNIcLE, Nov. 20, 1988, at 2H; McFADDEN, supra note 6, at 25. Chief
Justice Phillips reported receiving $2,081,604.01 in contributions and expending $2,220,866.29
during the same period. Robison, supra at 2H. Additional Phillips reported receiving contributions of $376,082.43 and expending $179,004.29 in the primary election. In 1988, candidates
for six places on the Supreme Court of Texas spend more than ten million dollars in seeking
election.
78. See Texas Research League, supra note 74, at 4; Hill, supra note 6, at 341; MATHIAS,
supra note 6, at 43; McFADDEN, supra note 6, at 25.
79. See Stephen Adler, The Texas Bench: Anything Goes, Am. LAw., Apr. 1986, at 1;
see also Sheila Kaplan, What Price Justice? Oh, About $10,000, WASH. POST, May 17, 1987,
at C4 (discussing improprieties of Texas courts concerning Texaco-Pennzoil dispute); William
P. Barrett, The Best Justice Money Can Buy, FoRBES, June 1, 1987, at 122 (discussing
improprieties in judges' acceptance of campaign money in Texas); Kaplan, supra note 73, at
29-32 (discussing how special interests dominate courts, including Texas courts); Case, supra
note 49, at 137 (discussing improprieties of Texas Supreme Court); Richard Woodbury, Is
Texas Justicefor Sale?, TIME Jan. 11, 1988, at 74 (questioning the use of the elective process
for judicial selection); 60 Minutes (CBS television broadcast, Dec. 6, 1987) (questioning ethics
of Texas Supreme Court Justices with regard to campaign contributions).
80. See Mark Obbie, Poll: High Court Seriously Damaged, TEx. LAw., Dec. 14, 1987,
at 1 (reporting that a random survey of Texas lawyers resulted in over one-half of the
respondents indicating a belief that the Texas Supreme Court's image was seriously or gravely
damaged by the Kilgarlin/Ray ethics dispute). See also Robert Elder, Jr., A Year of Scandal
and Ambivalence - Reluctance Defeats Judicial Reformers, TEx. LAw., Dec. 14, 1987, at 4
(reporting, among other things, that money received by judges from lawyers was at the root
of the 1987 ethics dispute); Clay Robison, Judicial restraint: Texans polled cite influence
peddling, contributions to judges as problems, HousToN CHRONIcLE, Mar. 13, 1988, at 27
(indicating that most Texans believe that campaign contributions to state judges are a problem).
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justices by the State Commission of Judicial Conduct. 81 Justices C.
L. Ray and William Kilgarlin were found to have violated Canon
2's proscription against the appearance of impropriety for improperly
soliciting funds from attorneys to finance a defamation suit against
a former briefing attorney. s2 Justice Ray was additionally reprimanded for demonstrating favoritism toward certain cases brought
by a San Antonio attorney who had recently contributed $20,000 in
campaign funds and for accepting free airplane rides from attorneys,
some of whom had suits pending before the court.8 3
Potential judicial candidates, frustrated by the current elective
process, have either resigned from an incumbency or chosen not to
run for judicial office.Y For instance, when former Justice Barrow
81.

See Nancy Blodgett, Texas Justices' Conduct Hit, 73 A.B.A.J. 19 (1987); Robert

Elder, Jr., Sanctions Spark More Feuding, TEx. LAW., June 15, 1987, at 12, 15-17 (discussing
sanctions of Justices Ray and Kilgarlin by State Commission on Judicial Conduct).
82. State Commission on Judicial Conduct Findings, Conclusions, and Public Admonishment Relating to Certain Activities of Justice William Kilgarlin of the Supreme Court of
Texas, June 8, 1987, Item 2 (available from State Commission of Judicial Conduct, Austin,
Texas); State Commission on Judicial Conduct Findings, Conclusions, and Public Reprimand
Relating to Certain Activities of Justice C. L. Ray of the Supreme Court of Texas, June 8,
1987, Item 5 (available from the State Commission on Judicial Conduct, Austin, Texas).
Justices Ray and Kilgarlin filed a defamation suit against a former Supreme Court briefing
clerk who had testified against the Justices in hearings conducted by the Judicial Affairs
Committee of the Texas House of Representatives investigation of their alleged misconduct.
Id. The Justices sent letters to citizens throughout the state, including attorneys who had
lawsuits pending before the court, requesting donations to help finance the lawsuit. Id. In
regard to these actions, the Commission publicly admonished Kilgarlin and publicly reprimanded
Ray for violating Canon 2A, Canon 5C(I), and Canon SC(4). Id.
83. State Commission on Judicial Conduct Findings, Conclusions, and Public Reprimand
Relating to Certain Activities of Justice C. L. Ray of the Supreme Court of Texas, June 8,

1987, Item I & 2 (available from the State Commission of Judicial Conduct, Austin, Texas).
San Antonio attorney Pat Maloney made two $10,000 campaign contributions to Justice Ray
on February 9, 1984, and on June 7, 1984, respectively. Id. Mr. Maloney sent Justice Ray,
who was in charge of transferring and equalizing the Supreme Court's caseload, approximately
5 letters requesting that specified cases be transferred from various courts. Id. On Nov. 18,
1985, Maloney requested that a specific case be transferred and repeated this request in a
letter dated December 17, 1985. Id. Another named case was also asked to be transferred. Id.
Justice Ray asked his judicial assistant to ensure the transfer of Maloney's two named cases.
Id. The Commission found that Ray's actions violated Canon 2 since he singled out these two
cases for transfer, giving the appearance of forum-shopping, particularly in light of Maloney's
contributions. See id. In separate incidents, Ray accepted free airplane transportation in
attorneys' private airplanes to various locations, including transportation for him and his
family to Colorado for vacation. Id. The rates of such flights were $350 an hour. Id. Some
of the free flights were provided by attorneys with pending lawsuits before the court. Id.
Justice Ray was publicly reprimanded for violations of Canon 2 and Canon 5C(4) for these
actions. Id.
84. See Sills, supra note 75; Edgar, supra note 75.
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declined to stand for office, he stated: "I had to spend all my time

asking for money. I begged for money like a preacher trying to build
a new church. ' 85 Concern about improprieties arising from excessive
judicial campaign contributions reportedly prompted the resignation
of Chief Justice John Hill,86 then considered by many lawyers as the
Texas Supreme Court's most competent member.8 7 Hill relinquished
his position on the court to support a judicial selection system which
he believed would "take the money out of judicial politics." 8 Qualified candidates at lower court levels have also declined judicial office

for similar reasons. 89
Ultimately, as capable lawyers are discouraged from serving on
the bench, the quality of the Texas judiciary may suffer. 90 In addition
to dissatisfaction among lawyers and judges, appearances of improprieties inevitably lead to heightened public distrust of the judicial
process. 91 If allowed to continue, these appearances of improprieties
may generate actual improprieties within the system, including indiscretions that are most difficult and often impossible to detect and
prove, 92 as was the case in Oklahoma. 9 Unfortunately, while some
reformation now appears inevitable, voter lethargy, entrenched forces
of self-interest, and resistance to change, deeply rooted in a historical
basis for electing judges in Texas, have always delayed and may
continue to delay any attempts to rectify the more serious problems
94
which presently exist.
85.

Mark Edgar & Steve McGonigle, Legislative Reforms Proposedfor Selection of Judges,

DALLAS MoR rno NEws, March 22, 1987.

86. See Clay Robison & Nene Foxhall, Texas Chief Justice to Quit in Midterm, HOUSTON
CHmoNicLE, Aug. 27, 1987, at Al; Sills, supra note 75, at B7.
87. See Obbie, supra note 80, at 14 (survey of attorneys selecting Hill as most competent
member on Texas Supreme Court).
88. Sills, supra note 75, at B7. Hill is quoted as saying, "My major concern is with
excessive and growing campaign contributions from lawyers ....
I think that is not healthy.
It gives the appearance of impropriety, and we need to take the money out of judicial politics."
Id.
89. Edgar, supra note 75. Former Dallas County Civil District Judge William E. Pryor
declined to run for reelection, opining that elections are too costly and sometimes reward
party politics over judicial credentials. See id.
90. Bancroft C. Henderson & T.C. Sinclair, The Selection of Judges in Texas, 5 Hous.
L. REv. 430, 475 (1968). Campaigning, campaign financing and an uninformed electorate all
present problems in judicial elections and are the focus of suggested reform. See MATH-AS,
supra note 6, at 13.63.
91. See Anderson, supra note 63, at 823; D'Agostino, The Decline of the Law in the
Texas Supreme Court, 2 BENCHMARK, 171, 184 (1986); see also sources cited supra note 79.
92. See Anderson, supra note 63, at 823.
93. See supra notes 11-25 and accompanying text.
94. See Hill, supra note 6, at 348-55; Tommy Denton, Despite the 'Cleansing' of the
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HISTORY OF JUDICIAL ELECTIONS AND THE INCREASING ROLE OF
CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS

Although Texas is one of the few remaining states in which
judges at all court levels are elected in partisan elections, 9 the Texas
judiciary has not always been popularly elected.9 In 1845, the state
constitution mandated gubernatorial appointment of state judges with

the advice and consent of the senate.9 7 Voters were first granted the
privilege of electing judges by a constitutional amendment in 1850.98
Although gubernatorial appointment was briefly reintroduced during
reconstruction by the 1869 Texas Constitution, the governor's concentrated control was distrusted by Texas citizens. 9 Consequently,
the Texas Constitution was amended in 1876 to provide for the
process of electing state judges by popular vote,2 which is still used
today.10' The same public fear that provoked the 1876 constitutional
amendment has prevented a change from the present elective process. 0 2 Texans have historically distrusted centralized governmental
power, favoring instead a popular judicial election in which they
believe they maintain some control. 0 3
Unfortunately, while Texas voters prefer the right to elect judges,
they are largely uninformed about the judicial candidates.' ° 4 For

Supreme Court, Reform Has Just Begun, FORT WORTH STAR-TEEORAM, Nov. 13, 1988; Peter
Applebome, Appointed Judges the Trend, SAN ANTONIO ExPREss-NEws, January 29, 1988,
§ 1, at 12. William Murchison, Merit Election's Fate: No Crisis, No Reform, Tax. LAW.,
Nov. 21, 1988, at 15; Bruce Hight, Idea to Appoint Judges is Allowed to Sleep - For Now,
AusTIN AM. STATESMAN, May 17, 1987; Adler, supra note 79, at 12. Efforts were made in the
69th Legislature in 1985 (S.B. 429) and in the 70th Legislature in 1987 (S.B. 553 and H.B.
2550) to place caps up to $10,000.00 on contributions to judicial campaigns. These were
strongly opposed by interest groups and never reached a vote. For a brief discussion of the
1987 Senate proposals, see Robert Elder, Judges Could Face New Campaign Caps, TIx. LAW.,
Mar. 30, 1987.
95. See supra note 28.
96. Hill, supra note 6, at 344-48; Mullinax, supra note 44, at 21-23.
97. Susan G. Douglass, Comment, Selection and Discipline of State Judges in Texas, 14
Hous. L. REv. 672, 676 (1977); see TEx. CONST. OF 1845 art. IV, § 5.
98. TEx. CONST. OF 1845, amend. 31 and 32; Mullinax, supra note 44, at 21-23 (discussing
election of judges resulting from popular sovereignty of Jacksonian philosophy).
99. Douglass, supra note 97, at 677. (discussing how Governor E.J. Davis' power to
appoint judges created public fear of corruption).
100. TEx. CONST. art. V, §§ 2, 4, 6, 7.
101. See Douglass, supra note 97, at 677.

102. See id.
103. See id.
104. See McFADDEN, supra note 6, at XIV (stating:
These unfortunate developments in judicial campaigns float on a sea of voter
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example, a sample of Lubbock voters in 1976 indicated that 66
percent of the sample supported the popular election of judges and

yet 85.8 percent could not name one judicial candidate.105 With lack
of knowledge about judicial candidates and their qualifications, voters' decisions are derived from other determinants'

bency,107

the judicial candidate's

name, t°8

16

such as incum-

ballot position,'

9

and

ignorance and apathy. With few exceptions, voters have not been provided with
reliable information about the judicial system as a whole or about specific candidates.
Without this information, they may be persuaded by a catchy but misleading slogan,
or impressed by an expensive but improperly financed campaign. Without reliable
information, voters are left to select their judges on irrelevant grounds, or may
choose not to vote for them at all.).
Id.; Champagne, supra, note 63, at 93 (indicating that most studies show a lack of voter
knowledge); MATmIAS, supra note 6, at 3, 7, 17-18.
105. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 94-96 (indicating that a 1976 survey of Lubbock,
Texas registered voters resulted in only 14.5 percent of the respondents being able to name a
single candidate for the state's two highest courts, and significantly lower percentages for local
candidates); William Murchison, Commentary: Judicial Selection Process Not Working As
Intended, TEx. LAw., Oct. 20, 1986, at 6 (stating: "IT]he voters in general spend less time
and thought picking Texas judges than they do selecting a low-cal yogurt.").
The problem is not new, nor is it confined to Texas. In his uphill struggle in the mid-60's
to reform Oklahoma's elective system, Dean Sneed responded to his opponents' arguments of
don't take my vote away from me by saying: "I do not know what the democratic process
means to you, but to me it means an informed electorate casting an intelligent ballot. We do
not have a chance to cast an informed ballot in Oklahoma." Sneed, supra note 38, at 12. See
also Champagne, supra note 63, at 92.
In larger communities, the number of candidates which voters face on a general election
ballot is mind-boggling. It is difficult to accept the notion that the average voter has knowledge
of the qualifications, or even the names, of any substantial part of the judicial candidates
which are among the names listed on such a ballot. For example, the sample ballot in Harris
County for the general election in 1990 listed a total of one hundred and one judicial
candidates. See Sample Ballot, HousTON CmHoN., Oct. 28, 1990, at HIt.
106. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 94-99 (discussing influential factors on voters in
judicial elections such as party affiliation, ethnicity or gender).
107. Mary L. Volcansek, Money or Name? A Sectional Analysis of Judicial Elections, 8
JUST. Sys. J. 46, 49 (1983). Although incumbent judges have a much greater chance of winning
than their challengers, there was a slight trend from 1980 to 1984 in which defeat of incumbent
judges went from being non-existent to approximately 12 per election for district judges in
Texas. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 76. This trend is attributed to the influence of party
politics in judicial election as the political complexion of Texas began to change. Id.
108. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 100-02. Candidates names have played a significant
role in Texas judicial politics. Id. Chief Justice Robert Calvert felt his success at the polls was
largely attributable to the fact that the Calvert's Whiskey advertisement, "Switch to Calvert,"
was included in the newspapers. Id. at 101. Chief Justice Joe Greenhill felt many of his Dallas
votes were the result of an assumed association with the well-known Greenhill School although
he was not actually associated with the school. Id. Don Yarbrough's election success resulted
from a similarity in names with Ralph Yarbrough, a long-time Texas Senator. Id. Don
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political party label. 110 In today's world of costly television advertising, the amount of campaign money is a predominant factor in
influencing voters' decisions by providing candidates a means of
establishing name-identity throughout the state."'
Although campaign spending for non-judicial office has been
significantly more than that spent in judicial campaigns,11 2 the level

of spending by judicial candidates is increasing at all court levels,
without distinction to partisan or non-partisan elections."' Between
1982 and 1986, the average amount of funds collected by Texas
Supreme Court candidates increased eighty-three percent, from

$240,426 to $439,196.1 4 Of those candidates who won, the amount
spent rose from $272,189 to $868,604, a 219 percent increase, reflecting a direct correlation between the amount spent and the probability

Yarbrough defeated a successful judge, even though he was the defendant in a number of
lawsuits and was the subject of a disbarment action. Id.; see also Bob Tutt, Name Alone Has
Spelled Victory, HOUSTON CHRON., Mar. 13, 1988, at Al. In the November, 1990, general
elections a relatively unknown lawyer by the name of Gene Kelly who reported receiving a
meie $6,550.00 in general election campaign expenses for the March 4 - October 27, 1990,
reporting period, in a contest for Place 1 on the Supreme Court of Texas, garnered 46 percent
of the vote against an experienced judge by the name of John Cornyn who reported expending
$849,744.79 in the election. Some observers attribute Kelly's strong showing to the fact that
his name was a familiar one, being also that of a celebrity. See Thom Marshall, High Court
Races Attract High-powered Donations, HOUSTON CHRON., Feb. 18, 1990.
109. See Volcansek, supra note 107, at 46, 50. While being placed first on a ballot may
not guarantee success, positions such as third, fourth, or fifth create certain disadvantages in
election results. See id.
110. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 71.
111. Dubois, supra note 72, at 9 (indicating that increased spending on judicial seats is
necessary to win or maintain judgeships); see also Champagne, supra note 63, at 84-91
(indicating that winning candidates received a greater amount of campaign contributions);
MCFADDEN, supra note 6, at 26.
112. Roy A. Schotland, Elective Judges' Campaign Financing: Are State Judges' Robes
the Emperor'sClothes ofAmerican Democracy?, 2 J.L. & POL. 57, 112-13 (1985). Contributions
to non-judicial candidates are often aimed at "buying access" to judges which is not considered
proper in judicial races. Id. at 112. Candidates for the Texas Supreme Court have received
approximately the same amount of contributions as Texas Congressional candidates in earlier
years; however, congressional candidates only run in an area with about 1/27th the population
as that area encompassed by supreme court candidates. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 88
(comparing contributions between judicial and non-judicial candidates).
113. Kaplan, supra note 73, at 30; McFADDEN, supra note 6, at 25. Non-partisan elections
may be more expensive than partisan elections, requiring additional money to reach voters
since there are no party labels. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 63.
114. Kaplan, supra note 73, at 30; see also Champagne, supra note 63, at 86-87 (tables 14
& 15) (comparing judicial election results from 1982 and 1984 of supreme court and lower
court candidates' contributions).
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of winning.1 5 At the appellate level, the winning average rose 243
percent from $34,490 to $118,223.116 According to a study of Dallas

County elections, average spending in a contested race jumped from
approximately $15,000 per candidate to more than $25,000 per candidate between 1982 and 198 6.117

The dramatic rise in campaign costs has been blamed on three
factors. First, although financial contributions do not alone guarantee
success,"' studies indicate that judicial candidates who spent more
money on their campaign won more often than candidates who spent
less." 9 The costs in attempting to win judicial elections are necessarily

115. Kaplan, supra note 73, at 30.
116. Id. Between 1980 and 1986 the total contributions to contested appellate elections in
Texas increased by 250 percent, but during the same period the number of contributions over
$5,000.00 increased 450 percent. Hill, supra note 6, at 341. Costs of appellate races have
continued to accelerate since Common Cause made its study. Id. For example, in a contest
for a seat on the Texas 13th Court of Appeals in the 1990 primary and general elections,
Judge Gilberto Hinojosa and Justice William H. Keys reported receiving a total of $334,668.43
according to their contribution and expenditure reports filed in the office of the Secretary of
State. Id. Judge Hinojosa, who received the larger amount ($245,308.44), won the election.
Id.
117. Edgar & McGonigle, supra note 67, at 23A. In 1982, total contributions to successful
district judicial contenders in Dallas County were over $44,000. See Champagne, supra note
63, at 85. In 1984, this average had risen to $53,000. Id.
118. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 91 (indicating that money and political party
affiliation are the two primary factors in the election success); see also D'Agostino, supra note
91, at 172 (stating that money and politics influence campaign success).
119. See Schotland, supra note 112, at 134-40 (study conducted in California, Florida,
Pennsylvania and Texas on judicial campaign funding showing candidates with most money
won more often). In Texas during 1982-1984, the supreme court candidate who received the
most in contributions, with one exception, consistently won office. Id. See also Champagne,
supra note 63, at 90-92 (reflecting correlation between amount of money and success of
campaign). In the Court of Appeals, 47 percent of the candidates with the highest contributions
won. Id. In Dallas County, 68 percent of the candidates with the highest contributions won.
Id. The most heavily-financed candidate in Dallas County won 18 out of 20 times. See Edgar
& McGonigle, supra note 67, at 1. In Dallas County, while being an incumbent or a Republican
are also strong indicators of success, there is a stronger correlation between winning and
finances. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 91 (indicating that party affiliation and incumbency
are also indicators of success). One University of Texas study indicates that the highest spender
in contested races wins two-thirds of the time. Barrett, supra note 79, at 126. Despite various
factors which may go into the winning or losing of an election, McFadden, in his study of
the elective system of judicial selection, concluded: "Nothing we have learned about money
and electoral politics, however, discredits the claim that, all else being equal, more money is
better than less. Consequently, those who run judicial campaigns can hardly be faulted for
succumbing to the relentless pressure to raise more funds." McFADDEN, supra note 6, at 26.
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high at least in part because of increases in costs of mailing and
media coverage. 20 Establishing name identification in an urban area
or a state as vast as Texas requires extremely large amounts of
money.' 21 Also, once the candidate is perceived statewide as a winner,
additional contributions usually ensue.12"
A second reason for the increase in contributions is the lack of
restrictions attached to the receipt of the funds in Texas. 1 3 The
American Bar Association's Code of Judicial Conduct provides that
a judicial candidate should not solicit and accept campaign funds
except by an established committee; mandates a time frame for the
solicitation and acceptance of funds; and prohibits the personal use
of the campaign funds. 12 By contrast, none of these restrictions are
120. See Terry Donahue, Ex-Justice Urges Limits on Campaign Funding, SAN ANTONIO
EXPRESS-NEWS, Mar. 18, 1986, at 7. Former Chief Justice Joe Greenhill maintained money to
run increased because of television spots and postage costs. Former Chief Justice John Hill
noted that: "because Texas is such a vast region, with high mobility in a large number of
urban areas, and with twenty-six expensive T.V. media markets, the cost of a political campaign
is necessarily large, especially in a low-profit race as one for a judicial post." The Honorable
John L. Hill, Jr., Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Texas, Address to Committee of
100 on the Merit Selection of Texas Judges 3, (Oct. 25, 1986) (transcript on file with author).
121. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 88. See also Woodbury, supra note 79, at 74
(indicating that the cost of a 30 second prime-time television spot is $17,000, as evidence of
high cost of establishing a name-identity in Texas).
122. Champagne, supra note 63, at 90. Campaign funds donated subsequent to their
election to the winners of judicial elections evidences the public perception that the candidate
is a winner. Schotland, supra note 112, at 94-95. See also McFADDEN, supra note 6, at 51.
123. See Adler, supra note 79, at 1; see also D'Agostino, supra note 91, at 171-72 (discussing
no restrictions on campaign financing in Texas). With a lack of prohibitions on the receipt of
contributions, campaign spending has consequently increased. Id.
124. MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Canon 5 (1990). Section (C)(2) of the Canon
provides:
(2) A candidate shall not personally solicit or accept campaign contributions or
personally solicit publicly stated support. A candidate may, however, establish
committees of responsible persons to conduct campaigns for the candidate through
media advertisements, brochures, mailings, candidate forums and other means not
prohibited by law. Such committees may solicit and accept reasonable campaign
contributions, manage the expenditure of funds for the candidate's campaign and
obtain public statements of support for his or her candidacy. Such committees are
not prohibited from soliciting and accepting reasonable campaign contributions and
public support from lawyers. A candidate's committees may solicit contributions and
public support for the candidate's campaign no earlier than [one year] before an
election and no later than [90] days after the last election in which the candidate
participates during the election year. A candidate shall not use or permit the use of
campaign contributions for the private benefit of the candidate or others.
Id. Only eighteen states have abided by the ABA's recommendation to limit fund-raising to
ninety days before and after the election. See Schotland, supra note 112, at 94; McFADDEN,
supra note 6, at 30-31.
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proscribed in the Texas Code of Judicial Conduct. 25 Texas' main
election requirement for the receipt of campaign money is that all
contributions over fifty dollars be disclosed and reported to the
Secretary of State.126 A contender for judicial office is at liberty to
collect as much money as he can, from whatever lawyer he can, and
in any time frame he should choose. 27 Such lack of restriction taken
to its logical end may result in a number of activities of questionable
propriety. For instance, a supreme court candidate could lawfully
receive all of his campaign contributions from one individual.12 It is
also permissible for a justice to solicit funds for the next election
only a few days after the last election. 2 9 Additionally, nothing would
prohibit surplus election funds from being used as personal funds or
prevent a candidate from having fundraisers to retire campaign debts,
including personal debts, after the election. ' ° While the Texas Election Code prohibits personal use of contributions, such uses are
broadly defined and violations are punishible only by civil liability
to the state amounting to the return of the converted contribution
plus reasonable court costs."' With so few limitations on the giving
or receiving of campaign funds, there is little to deter increased calls
for "contributions" and questionable uses made of contributed
32
funds.
Third, identifying the source of judicial campaign contributions
may explain the increased spending. Contenders for judicial office
are forced to rely on a small base of contributors for campaign

125. See TEXAS CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT, Canons 5, 7 (1988).
126. TEx. EiLac. CODE ANN. § 251.011(c)(1)(E) (Vernon 1986).
127. See D'Agostino, supra note 91, at 171, 172 (discussing the lack of prohibitions on
candidate's receipt of campaign contributions in Texas). See also TaxAs CODE OF JUDICIaL
CONDUCT, Canon 5(c)(4) (1988).
128. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 84 (recognizing a contribution by Clinton Manges
of 90 percent of the total received by unsuccessful supreme court candidate as permissible
percentage).
129. Gordon Hunter, 2 Justices Solicit for '88 Races, TEx. LAW. Nov. 24-28, 1986, at 1,
7 (stating that Justices Robertson and Kilgarlin's solicitation of campaign funds for 1988
election only days after election not ethical violation).
130. Kaplan, supra note 79, at 31.; McFADDEN, supra note 6, at 51; MATm,
supra note

6, at 57.
131. TEx. ELac. CODE ANN. § 251.007.
132. Ballard, Piggy-Bank Politics, TEx. LAw., Oct. 25, 1991, at 24-25 (listing various
expenditures made by Houston judges which appear to have, at best, a tenuous relationship
to their elections).
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financing."' Special interest groups, lawyers, and potential litigants
have a particular interest in the results of matters presented to the
judiciary and, therefore, have reason to contribute. 3 4 While businesses, insurance companies, labor, and other monied interests once
poured money into executive and legislative campaigns, their spending
focus has shifted to judicial campaigns as the public's perception is
that the court has become more result-oriented.' 35 Heightened judicial
activism has also prompted increased spending by members of the
legal profession. 13 6 Lawyers' campaign gifts, in fact, comprise a
137
substantial amount of the total contributions collected.
An ethical problem is presented when lawyers feel compelled to
give. 138 Setting aside personal views of a candidate's capabilities, an

attorney may feel that he must contribute to adequately represent

his client's best interest.

39

One Chicago lawyer candidly puts it this

133. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 88-90; Kaplan, supra note 78, at C4 (explaining
that the majority of contributions come from lawyers, in most cases those who do or will
practice before the judicial candidate). See also McFADDEN, supra note 6, at 14.
134. Kaplan, supra note 73, at 29-30; see also D'Agostino, supra note 91, at 183-84 (stating
that contributions to Texas Supreme Court candidates increased because court disregards means
for reaching final decision and focuses only on result).
135. See D'Agostino, supra note 91, at 183-84. Regarding a judge as an "activist" is
denigrating because it implies that he reaches a result by applying the will of the people rather
than strictly construing the law. See Krivosha, supra note 44, at 18. For a judicial candidate
to announce he will follow the will of the people; rather than act impartially, is improper and
will result in a chaotic legal system. Id.
136. Champagne, supra note 63, at 89-90.
137. Schotland, supra note 112, at 94. Illustrating the judge's dependence on lawyers for
campaign gifts, for example, one Texas Supreme Court Justice received a total of $1,043,879
in contributions from 1983 to 1984. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 89-90. This justice's
list of contributors was over 195 pages long, but 76 contributors, most of them lawyers gave
slightly over one-half of the total contributions. Id. Additionally, from 1985 to 1987, one
Texas Supreme Court Justice collected 65% of his contributions from lawyers and 33% of
that amount comes from lawyers with docketed cases. Id.; Robert Elder, Jr. & Diane Burch,
Records Refute Campbell Pledge, TEx. LAW., Oct. 26, 1987, at 12. The Houston firm of
Vinson & Elkins contributed $30,000, the largest single contribution, to Justice Campbell in
1986. Id. Notably, of all the law firms contributing over $1000, Vinson & Elkins had the
greatest number (16) of active cases before the court. Id. See also supra notes 73 and 133.
138. Schotland, supra note 112, at 93; MATmAs, supra note 6, at 54-55.
139. Kaplan, supra note 78, at 31. Under the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct, a lawyer is subject to discipline if he frequently fails to carry out completely the
obligations that he owes to his client and is admonished to act with "commitment" and
"dedication" to the "interest of the client." SupREa COURT OF TEXAS, STATE BAR RULES
art. X, § 9 (Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct) Rule 1.01(b)(2) & Comment 6
(Vernon Supp. 1992) [hereinafter TEx. DiSCipLNARY R-LES OF PROF. CoN ucT] (located in
the pocket part for Volume 3 of the Texas Government Code in title 2, subtitle G app.,
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way: "It is a pain in the neck ....
If you go before a judge he'll
know who was at his cocktail party fundraiser. Will you hurt your
client if you're not there?"'4° Studies indicate that lawyers experience
particular pressure to give to incumbent judges.14' While they may
feel that a qualified judge should not be turned out, 42 lawyers and
law firms help finance campaigns of incumbent judges that they feel
are less qualified than their opponents. 43 Thus, some observers are
led to believe that lawyer donations are made to incumbent judges
to induce favorable court results. 44 The pressure to contribute intensifies as large law firm donations provoke other law firms to contribute in an attempt to gain advantages in court or at least maintain
equal footing with opponents. 45
Substantial financial support from members of the legal profession gives rise to a question of whether judges are actually influenced
in their decisions on the bench. Some judges deny that they are
prejudiced by large campaign gifts from interested parties and attor-

following § 83.006 of the Government Code). See Edgar & McGonigle, supra note 67, at 22A
(quoting one attorney as stating: "The ethical question is not only should we be doing this,
but if I'm supposed to be doing everything I can to represent my client, how can I not give
money to a judge whose court my client is in then when I know I might help my client.")
See also MATHIAS, supra note 6, at 48. (stating that: lawyers and litigants are the persons most
likely to be approached for contributions and that they are often willing to contribute, but
feel they must in order to receive justice).
140. Kaplan, Justice for Sale, supra note 73, at 30.
141. Schotland, supra note 112, at 121. See Edgar & McGonigle, supra note 66, at A22.
142. Schotland, supra note 112, at 117-18 (indicating that incumbents have the edge).
143. Edgar & McGonigle, supra note 67, at A22. Study of seven civil court judges in
Dallas County indicates that lawyers contribute to judges they dislike. Id. One law firm partner
explains: "When you have the incumbent judge a lot of times you may give money to him
when he may not be the best - simply because he's the incumbent ....
Unless he's really
bad, we'll give to him." See Mark Edgar & Steve McGonlgle, Funding the Candidates,DALLAs
MoRuiNo NEws, March 23, 1987, at Al.
144. Professor Champagne is reported in the Dallas Morning News as saying: "It may be
that the judge is overly influenced; it could be that the judge could just ignore the situation.
But personally, if I were in court, and I were up against a big contributing law firm, I would
sure worry about the situation. And that's the problem." Edgar & McGonigle, supra note
143, at AI0. Other reasons asserted for lawyer gifts to incumbent judges are: lawyers know
more about the incumbent than his challenger; incumbents have more visibility because more
activity in community's by previously serving as a judge, the incumbent has already passed
through a screening process; and incumbents, in any type of election, draw more financial
support. Schotland, supra note 112, at 117-18.
145. Edgar & McGonigle, supra note 66, at All. A Dallas senior trial lawyer says: "My
attitude is that we've got to be in the ball park at least with Gardere & Wynne, Thompson &
Knight, Strasburger, etc. because if our lawyers are down there against Thompson & Knight
lawyers, you just sort of feel bad if the judge remembers that." Id.
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neys, claiming lawyers' donative intent is only to elect the most
qualified and experienced candidates. 146 Other members of the judiciary recognize the difficulty in remaining unbiased when a large
contributor has a pending suit. 147 In light of substantial financial
backing by the plaintiff's bar,'4 the Texas Supreme Court was, until
recently, severely criticized for heavily favoring plaintiffs . 4 Those
defending the court's earlier plaintiff-oriented decisions claim that
Texas is finally attaining the level of common law in other states
which effectively favors claimants. 50 Others point out that the Texas
Supreme Court may have overstepped its judicial role and interfered
in legislative matters to reach holdings which discriminately favor
plaintiffs. 5 ' Regardless of whether judges are actually influenced by
the receipt of large contributions from lawyers or interested parties,
appearances of impropriety resulting from campaign funding are
52
apparent and repeatedly highlighted in the media.

146. See Elder & Burch, supra note 137, at 12. Some law firms maintain that gifts to
judicial candidates are not made in attempt to incur special favor, but to ensure that "good,
fair-minded judges [get elected]." Id. at 13.
147. Smoler & Stokinger, supra note 61, at 398 (quoting one judge as stating that an
"obligated candidate becomes [an] obligated judge").
148. Champagne, supra note 63, at 90. Information in the Secretary of State's office
indicates that plaintiffs' lawyers located in San Antonio, Corpus Christi and Houston have
contributed $20,000 or more to those candidates deemed to be pro-plaintiff. Id. Since plaintiff
attorneys are paid on a contingency fee basis and their fees are proportionate to damage
awards, there is an incentive for plaintiffs' attorneys to contribute in hope of achieving a
favorable result. Id. Insurance defense firms, the medical profession and business community
have also begun efforts to contribute to more conservative candidates. Id. Unfortunately, the
excessive donations from the interested parties and attorneys gives a public perception of
judicial impropriety and partiality. See Elder, supra note 80.
149. D'Agostino, supra note 91, at 173-83; see also Adler, supra note 79, at 12 (discussing
that Texas Supreme Court decisions which favor plaintiffs give the appearance of undue
influence). McFadden in his 1990 study for the American Judicature Society notes:
In a recent survey of contributors to a hotly contested Texas Supreme Court race,
over half of the contributors disagreed with the statement that "Political campaign
contributions do not affect a judge's decision-making."
McFADDEN, supra note 6, at 132 n.27 [citations omitted].
150. Adler, supra note 79, at 12.
151. Barrett, supra note 79, at 126-28; D'Agostino, supra note 91, at 171-84. See also Hall
v. Helicopteros Nacionales, 638 S.W.2d 870, 877 (Tex. 1982) (Pope, J. dissenting), rev'd, 466
U.S. 408 (1984) (criticizing a majority of the court for misinterpreting the Texas long-arm
statute); Sanchez v. Schindler, 651 S.W.2d 249, 256-57 (Tex. 1983) (Pope, J. dissenting)
(warning the judiciary to exercise caution in trying to judicially amend the Texas Wrongful
Death Statute); Whitmore v. Bynum, 699 S.W.2d 194, 198 (rex. 1985) (Hill, J. dissenting)
(criticizing the majority for misconstruing the legislative intent of the Auto-Guest Statute).
152. One of the most highly publicized incidents involving alleged partiality due to influence
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These impressions of partiality demand a critical examination of

Texas' judicial elective process.' 53 Are the alleged improprieties simply
the result of individual conduct of a few unethical judges, 54 or are
these manifestations of fundamental defects in the current system of
judicial selection as it is now practiced?' In either event, the present
judicial election system is in serious need of early reform. Any
selection process which tolerates an appearance that big money

controls judicial action or permits extreme claims of judicial favoritism warrants re-evaluation and modification. Some form of remedial
action must be taken to deter future appearances of impropriety, to
renew public respect for the judicial system, and to protect that
system from the possibility of the sort of disaster which shattered
the court system of our neighbor state a quarter century ago.
VI.

SUGGESTED METHODS OF REFORM OF THE SELECTION PROCESS
TO ALLEVIATE ETHICAL AND OTHER PROBLEMS

Recognizing that no method of judicial reform is a complete
panacea for all of the problems inherent in the selection of Texas

of campaign contributions is the Pennzoil-Texaco case. See Bruce Hight, Firms in Oil Case
Funded 8 Justices, AusTIN AM. STATES mAN, February 26, 1987, at Al, 16. In the process of
obtaining a $10.5 billion judgment against Texaco for contract interference with Getty Oil
Company, Pennzoil attorneys contributed at least $315,197 to Texas Supreme Court justices
in 1985-86. Id. at A 16. Texaco attorneys contributed at least $72,700 to the justices. Id. Justice
Oscar Mauzy received contributions of $133,000, of which $106,500 came from Pennzoil
attorneys. Id. Chief Justice Hill and Justices Robertson, Kilgarlin and Ray were not up for
re-election that year. Id.
153. The controversy in the 1991 Texas legislative session resulted in the delegation to the
newly-formed Ethics Commission of the task of making a "study" of judicial campaigns and
judicial relationships. While this might be helpful on a newly considered subject, it is less so
when the subject is one that has been under debate for several decades. See Act of Feb. 27,
1991, 72nd Leg., R.S., ch. 304, § 1.302, 1991 Tex. Gen. Laws 1290, 1301 (to be codified at
TEx. REv. Crv. STAT. ANN. art. 6252-9d.1).
154. See Case, supra note 49, at 138. (quoting former Chief Justice Jack Pope as saying:
"[y]ou can have all the rules in the world, but if somebody doesn't obey the rules, it's not
the fault of the system. It's the fault of the person.").
155. See Edgar, supra note 75, at 1. (quoting a former chief justice of a court of appeals
as stating:
A judge, if he's a good judge, will not let his decision be influenced by those who
supported him.... That's for good judges, but judges are human just like everybody
else. There are good judges and bad judges. And I'm afraid for some judges the
temptation is just too strong.)
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judges, 5 6 two methods of reform have been suggested which are
worthy of review. 57
1 The first method of reform maintains the judicial
election process in either its present partisan elective form or in a
non-partisan elective form, but imposes additional requirements which
regulate the giving and receiving of campaign funds. 56 The second
method entirely replaces the existing elective process with a nominating commission selection process.'5 9 Some suggestions for improving but maintaining the current elective system have included: the
imposition of campaign caps, t60 public-funding and spending ceilings,16' non-disclosure to the candidate of amounts given or identities
of givers, 162 recusing judges where the parties were substantial supt64
porters, 163 and distribution of informational voters' pamphlets.
While these methods of modifications may benefit the current elective
process, all of the suggested modifications are subject to sound
65
criticism and have been termed "band-aid solutions.'
Campaign caps limit the amount an individual may contribute,
thereby reputedly precluding an appearance of attempting to buy
justice.'1 Campaign caps, however, give large law firms a competitive
edge over smaller firms by permitting every attorney in a large firm

156. See Schotland, supra note 112, at 81-83.
157. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 57-65 (noting that there are four basic methods of
selecting judges: Appointment, commission selection, partisan elections, and non-partisan
elections.).
158. See Schotland, supra note 112, at 121-32. (noting that non-partisan campaigns may
be even more expensive than partisan campaigns since there is no party label to reach the
voters.). See also Champagne, supra note 63, at 63 (discussing the expense of non-partisan
campaigns).
159. Richard A. Watson, Observationson the MissouriNon-partisan Court Plan, 40 (Special
Issue) Sw. L.J. 1, 1-7 (1986) (describing Missouri's commission selection plan).
160. See Elder, supra note 94, at 3. It should be noted that two recent attempts to cap
the amount of individual contributions to judicial candidates failed to come up for a vote in
recent legislative sessions. These were S.B. 42 (69th Legislature) and 553 (71st Legislature).
See id.
161. See Schotland, supra note 112, at 127; MATHIAs, supra note 6, at 45-46, 61-62.
162. See Schotland, supra note 112, at 123-24.
163. Id. at 124-25.
164. Id. at 127-28.
165. Sills, supra note 75, at B7.
166. See Dubois, supra note 72, at 16. Caps are usually set at $100 per individual. See
Schotland, supra note 112, at 95. One campaign cap proposed in Texas would prohibit
individuals on political committees from giving more than $5000 to a judicial candidate and
further, would require the candidates to list contributions of more than S100 from people with
a "substantial interest" in cases pending before the court in which the candidate seeks a seat.
See Elder, supra note 94, at 3.
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to contribute the cap amount and thus give a considerably greater
amount of money than a firm with only a few members. 167 Additionally, limitations on the amount of each contribution would require
the judicial candidate to exert more time and effort to obtain a
greater number of smaller contributions. 16 Consequently, the candi69
date may be forced to incur more personal debt.
Another proposed amendment to the elective system, the impo170
sition of campaign ceilings in conjunction with public funding,
limits the amount a candidate may spend on an election and thus,
71
theoretically, minimizes the financial competitiveness of the race.1
Determining the exact formula for the amount of public funding and
ceiling, however, is extremely difficult as countless variables which
affect each election would be relevant in establishing the formula. 17 2
An incumbent or candidate with a well-recognized name, for instance,
may not require the high cost of media that a less well-known
candidate would need to expend . 7 Additionally, inflationary changes

167. See Elder, supra note 94, at 3. Campaign caps also benefit incumbents since they
have a larger base of support. See also Elder, supra note 80, at 9.
168. See Dubois, supra note 72, at 16.
169. See id. Campaigns are personally financed to a certain extent by the candidate. Id.
at 11. Often these personal funds are never recovered by the candidate, thus leaving the
candidate and his family in debt. See id. A study of California's major courts reflects that 26
of the 91 primary candidates reported one or more loans, ranging from $1,198 to $39,750 in
1980. Id. Another criticism is that the insufficiency of funds, which may result from a
campaign cap, is detrimental to the judicial candidate because of the high costs of establishing
a name to the public. Id. at 16.
170. See Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 54-58 (1976). The United States Supreme Court
held that any limitation on campaign spending is barred by the First Amendment unless it is
conditioned on acceptance of public funding. Id. at 58-59.
171. See Elder, Schlueter Pushes JudicialFinancing, TEx. LAw. Apr. 27, 1987, at 11. One
Texas proposal, designed to create public financing for candidates for the supreme court, the
court of criminal appeals and the 14 courts of appeals, would increase certain filing fees to
obtain the public funds. Id. An increase in an application for writ of error from $50 to $500,
for example, would occur. Id. Additionally, a candidate for the Chief Justice of the supreme
court would be permitted to only spend $500,000 for the nomination while a candidate for an
appellate court would be limited to $300,000. Id. Contested campaigns in those states with
public funding, where there is no campaign ceiling, can be expensive. See Schotland, supra
note 112, at 60. In those states where there is public funding and a ceiling, the contested races
still can be expensive. Id. Only three of the seventeen states adopting public funding have
made it available for judicial candidates. MATHis, supra note 6, at 45-46. Public funding
may be prohibitively expensive in heavily populated states with many candidates and races.
Id.
172. Schotland, supra note 112, at 121-22.
173. Id. at 122.
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in prices of campaigns render setting a ceiling virtually impossible. 174
Prohibiting disclosure of amounts given or the contributors'
identities to the judicial candidates is a third method which has been
suggested to improve the current elective process.1 75 Although this
prohibition may be successful in deterring subsequent impressions of
improprieties in the courtroom, it would necessitate an abandonment
of Texas' current requirement that all judicial contributions be filed
for public record. 176 Even if the disclosure law was maintained and
public filing was performed by someone other than the candidate,
there is a risk that the judicial candidate may obtain the contributors'
names and contribution amounts from a leakage in the media. 7
Furthermore, a contender for judicial office could easily deduce
similar knowledge of campaign support from observing those who
participate in campaign committees, advertisements, and dinners in
78
his behalf.
Recusing a judge when there is a substantial supporter before
his court has also been proposed to rectify the ethical problems
resulting from popular judicial elections. 179 Recusal as a method of
reform at this time, however, may be constitutionally infirm in Texas
since the Texas Constitution mandates disqualification in only three
instances. 80 Texas courts have repeatedly construed this constitutional
provision as insufficient to disqualify a judge when there are large
contributions from a lawyer in a pending case.' 8 ' Even if disqualifi-

174. Id. Because media costs have inflated at a faster rate than other prices in general,
setting an appropriate inflation-adjustment formula for campaign ceilings has been criticized
as almost impossible. Id.
175. Id. at 123-24. Full reporting of all contributions to judges and subsequent recusal has
been advocated. See Smoler and Stokinger, supra note 61, at 402-03. Disclosure would be
made to both the public and candidates. Id. at 403.
176. Schotland, supra note 112, at 124.
177. Id.
178. See id. One commentator contended: "[k]nowing who has joined the committee or
joined an advertisement on the candidate's behalf may be as significant as knowing who gave
$50 or $100." Id.
179. See Smoler and Stokinger, supra note 61, at 403; Stuart Banner, Note, Disqualifying
Elected Judges From Cases Involving Campaign Contributors, 40 STAN. L. REv. 449, 478-83
(1988); MATHaS, supra note 6, at 52.
180. TEx. CONST. art. V, § 11. The Texas Constitution provides that: "[n]o judge shall sit
in any case wherein he may be interested, or where either of the parties may be connected
with him, either by affinity or consanguinity, within such a degree as may be prescribed by
law, or when he shall have been counsel in the case." Id.
181. See Manges v. Guerra, 673 S.W.2d 180, 185 (Tex. 1984); River Road Neighborhood
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cation was permitted in such a situation, this practice would be
unworkable in smaller communities or in specialized courts where
only a few judges are available to hear a case.1 2 Additionally, the
proposal may adversely affect larger law firms to a disproportionate
degree because the judge may be barred as to all lawyers in the firm
due to a large firm contribution.183
Finally, mailing of voter pamphlets containing candidate information is probably one of the least criticized methods of improving
popular judicial elections. 84 Voter pamphlets, which have been used
with some success in Alaska, California, Colorado, Oregon, and
Washington, 8 5 provide needed information to the voters at low
costs. 86 Although this proposal provides voters with reliable facts on
which to base a decision, it does not specifically address the ethical
problem associated with a judicial election: a judge still needs substantial financial support to conduct a campaign, and yet is required
to remain impartial.

Ass'n v. South Tex. Sports, 673 S.W.2d 952, 953 (Tex. App.-San Antonio 1984, no writ);
Rocha v. Ahmad, 662 S.W.2d 77, 78 (Tex. App.-San Antonio 1983, no writ). See generally
William W. Kilgarlin & Jennifer Burch, Disqualificationand Recusal of Judges, 17 ST. MARY'S
L.J. 599, 637-38 (1986) (discussing recusal and disqualification of judges under the Constitution
and the Code of Judicial Conduct); but see Banner, supra note 179, at 489 (recommending
disqualification whenever a litigant or a lawyer has contributed more than an amount of
$I,000 to the judge's most recent campaign).
182. Schotland, supra note 112, at 124-25.
183. See id.at 124.
184. Charles H. Sheldon & Nicholas P. Lovich, Jr., Knowledge and Judicial Voting: The
Oregon and Washington Experience, 67 JUDICATURE 239-40 (1983). Voter pamphlets are official,
handbook-size pamphlets which are mailed to registered voters prior to the election to educate
and inform them about the candidates. See id. Schotland, supra note 112, at 127; MATHs,
supra note 6, at 18-19. In a county, such as Harris County, where there are as many as 60
contested judicial races on which a voter must decide, the voter pamphlet may serve as a
useful tool to educate the voter. See Sample ballot, HousToN CHRONICLE, supra note 105.
185. Schotland, supra note 112, at 127-28; Sheldon & Lovich, supra note 184, at 245. The
method of selecting judges in Oregon and Washington is through a non-partisan election with
the use of voter pamphlets. See id. Two factors have contributed to the successful use of the
voter pamphlet. First, because a voter has needed information, he makes an informed decision,
and as a consequence, the electoral turnout is greater than in the states not using the pamphlets.
Id. Secondly, the voter better understands the ethical standards of a good judge and thus
distinguishes the differing political role of a judicial candidate and a legislative candidate in
an election. Id. But see Champagne, supra note 63, at 94 (indicating that 64% of voters in
Oregon where voter pamphlets were used feel that the information is insufficient).
186. See Schotland, supra note 112, at 127-28. The costs of the voter pamphlets, unlike
other types of public funding, is low, easy to justify and causes no administrative problems.
See id. The project could be financed by the federal treasury but the candidate should not be
forced to bear the cost of this project. See id.
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VII. THE MOST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION: MERIT SELECTION
Apart from the proposed "band-aid solutions," the ethical problems of campaigning and the pervasive influence of campaign contributions can be remedied by abandoning the popular elective system
and replacing it with an entirely different means of selecting judges.
The most innovative method of selecting judges is the merit selection
plan. Originally developed in Missouri in 1940, the merit selection
system today is used by a majority of the states to select some or
all of their judges. 8 7 Under the most popular method, judicial
candidates are selected after thorough evaluation by a broadly based
nominating commission of lawyers and non-lawyers. 8 8 Of the qualified candidates selected by the commission, one is then appointed
to fill the judicial post by the governor of the state. 89 At periodic
intervals following selection, judges must stand for a non-competitive
retention election by popular vote. 190 While an elective process focuses
on the judges' accountability to the public, 19' the merit system was

187. See Norman Krivosha, In Celebration of the 50th Anniversary of Merit Selection, 74
JUDICATURE 128, 131 (1990); see also Trompeter, supra note 10, at 4; Champagne, supra note
63, at 61-62 (discussing commission selection of judges). Law professor Albert Kales devised
the merit selection plan in 1914 and Missouri was the first state to use the nominativeappointive-elective plan in 1940. The merit selection plan is also called the "Missouri Plan,"
or the "Kales Plan." See Glenn R. Winters, The Merit Planfor Judicial Selection and Tenure
- Its HistoricalDevelopment, 7 DUQ. L. Rnv. 61, 63 (1968). Missouri adopted the plan three
years after the ABA House of Delegates formally endorsed the adoption of the plan. See id.
at 71. While Missouri has the oldest of the various merit plans, one study suggests that it is
one of the worst examples of the plan .... " since partisan criteria play a
arguably "...
major role in the method designed in that state. Champagne, supra note 63, at 112. See
Douglass, supra note 97, at 686; Hill, supra note 6, at 385-86.
188. See Champagne, supra note 10; Hill, supra note 6, at 339.
189. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 61; Trompeter, supra note 10.
190. Id.
191. William Jenkins, Jr., Retention Elections: Who Wins When No One Loses?, 61
JuDicATuRI 79, 80 (1977) (stating that judges under merit selection are not judicially accountable to the electorate). Achieving a balance between judicial independence and judicial accountability creates inherent strain in any judicial selection process. See Dubois, supra note
44, at 34. In a workable system of checks and balances, the judiciary serves an important
function of checking the actions of the legislative and executive branches to assure that these
branches are not exceeding their constitutional powers. In this respect, it is essential that the
judiciary remain independent from political and public influence. On the other hand, in a
broad sense the judiciary does provide common law guidance of rules of human behavior
when statutory supervision is not provided; therefore, it is argued that the judiciary should be
sensitive and responsive to the social, economic, political and moral needs of the majority of
citizens. Id. See Watson, supra note 44. It has also been widely argued that partisan popular
elections provide greater judicial accountability to the public than do retention elections.
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originally designed to establish an independent, competent judiciary,
aimed at preventing politics and money from influencing the judiciary's impartiality in its decision-making. 192
To attain this goal, certain specifications must be included in
the merit plan system. Initially, the make-up of the commission,
those individuals who actually select the potential candidates, is
essential to the plan's effectiveness. 193 Diversity of commission members, both lawyers and non-lawyers who can act without gubernatorial

Dubois, supra note 44, at 41. But see Krivosha, supra note 187, at 132 (stating that "[a] judge
who decides a case not upon the merits but, rather upon what he or she perceives to be the
will of the majority, is subject not only to ridicule but to removal from office.")
192. See Krivosha, supra note 44, at 22 (noting that the goal of a merit plan is to select
qualified judges who render impartial justice). Determining what qualities are requisite to the
making of an individual into a capable judge has long been the subject of debate. See Mullinax,
supra note 44, at 27; Mathias, supra note 6, at 4-5. While formal qualifications, such as age,
citizenship and residence, are often, defined by a statute or constitution, other qualifications,
such as attitude and capability, are either too broadly defined or non-existent. See Philip L.
Dubois, FROM BENCH TO BALLOT, 13, 17 (Univ. of Tex. Press 1980). The measurement of the
quality of judges is a difficult and subjective process. Champagne, supra note 63, at 104. A
poll taken by the American Judicature Society in jurisdictions adopting the merit selection
system, almost without exception, concluded that judicial quality was improved through
adoption of that method. Krivosha, supra note 187, at 128. See also Cosri, JUDICIAL POLITICS:
AN INTRODUCTION, 111 (Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1984). However, a 1974 American Judicature
Society study recognized that "none of the merit plan jurisdictions have been totally successful
in eliminating the influence of partisan politics from the judicial selection process." Id.
193. See Douglass, supra note 97, at 684. Commission members should be visible and
representative. Id. Members of the commission should have varied occupations varied political
parties and serve for only a limited term. Id. The "Texas Plan", which was originally proposed
in November 1986 and has thus far failed to attain legislative approval, included the following
commission members for the selection of candidates of appellate courts: Two lawyers and two
laypersons, not all of the same political party, appointed by the governor with the Senate's
consent; two lawyers and one layperson, not all of the same political party, appointed by the
lieutenant governor, with the Senate's consent; two lawyers and one layperson, not all of the
same political party, appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives, with the
Senate's consent; three lawyers appointed by the president of the State Bar; and two laypersons,
each appointed by the chairperson of two political parties, with the Senate's consent. See
Champagne, supra note 10, at 22. The diversity in sources exercising appointive powers under
the "Texas Plan" is designed to dilute the sway of politics in selection of the commission,
which is a criticism made of Missouri's Plan. See Theodore McMillan, Selection of State Court
Judges, 40 Sw. L.J. 9, 11 (1986); Hill, supra note 6, at 365; cf. Cosri, supra note 192, at
111. An American Judicature Society study indicated, "It would be naive to think that partisan
politics and bar associations do not influence the composition and deliberations of some
judicial nominating commissions." Id. Regardless of whether or not a certain amount of
partisanship may enter into selection of the panel, the fact seems uncontrovertible that merit
selection does largely eliminate the corrupting power of big money from substantially influencing
judicial decisions. See id.
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influence, is fundamental to a workable plan. 194 The plan's provision
for recruiting candidates is also vital to obtaining a qualified, competent judiciary.195 If the plan permits the anonymous submission of
names to the commission by the candidates themselves or by a third
party, candidates who might be unpopular in an elective process for
some reason, such as partisan politics, may be considered as viable
candidates under the merit plan. 196
VIII.

THE "TExAs PLAN"

The Texas Plan, a type of merit selection plan, has been widely

discussed in Texas in recent years. 97 This form of selection eliminates
partisan elections from the judicial selection scheme at the appellate
level, 19 but, as modified, does not attack problems which are known
194. Douglass, supra note 97, at 684. A past criticism of Missouri's form of plan is that
the governor selects the commission members and, therefore, can exercise too much political
influence over the appointed commission members. See id. Under the proposed "Texas Plan,"
the powers of the governor in the selection process are greatly reduced, and an effort is made
to provide each of the important political and legal power structures with a voice in the matter
so as to allow counter-balance of political views.
195. Id. at 684-85. Some suggestions for recruiting judicial candidates are to allow the
commission members, bar members or the candidates themselves to suggest names. See id. at
685. The originally proposed Texas Plan called for potential candidates or third parties to
submit names to the commission as well as consent to the nomination and public information
forms. See Working Draft of Implementing Legislation to Provide for Merit Selection of
Judges, in THE TEXAS PLAN: MEIr SELECTION OF JunGs 35, 41 (Nov. 1986).
196. Douglass, supra note 97, at 685. A merit plan can afford more judicial opportunity
to minorities and women than other forms of judicial selection. See The Success of Women
and Minoritiesin Achieving JudicialOffice: The Selection Process, in Tn TEXAS PLAN: MERIr
SELECTION OF JUDaEs, 69, 95 (Nov. 1986). "A higher percentage of women and minorities
achieved judicial office through an appointment process, either Executive Appointment (17.9%)
or Merit Selection (17.1%), than an elective process, whether Judicial Election (11.7%), Partisan
Election (11.2%), Non partisan Election (9.4%) or Legislative Election (6.9%)." Id. But see
George W. Crockett, Jr., Judicial Selection and the Black Experience, 58 JuDIcAT RE 438,
442 (1975) (indicating that as of 1975 there had been a greater increase in black judges when
popularly elected than appointed under the merit plans then existing).
197. Hill, supra note 6, at 355. Any such a plan as this would doubtless require an
amendment to Article III of the Texas Constitution and a vote of the people. Such proposals
have been urged by various proponents over a period of at least forty years and have been
opposed largely with thetorical arguments to the effect that these are undemocratic and deprive
the people of their "right to elect its judges." See Mullinax, supra note 44, at 27. Quixotically,
however, the opponents of merit selection in Texas have always opposed, successfully, any
submission of merit selection to a vote of the people. See Hill, supra note 6, at 355.
198. Chief Justice John L. Hill, Jr., The Texas Plan: Merit Selection of Judges, in Tim
TExAS PLAN: MmTrr SELECTION OF JuDEs, 7, 8-11 (Nov. 1986) (describing the Texas Plan as
originally proposed); see also Robert Elder, Jr., Fear of Voting Rights Delays Merit Plan,
THE TEXAS LAwYER, Mar. 13, 1989, at 13.
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to exist at most of the the district court levels. 199
An often-mentioned criticism of the Texas Plan is directed at
the non-competitive retention election in which the public votes on
whether to retain the merit selected judge. 2° Opponents of merit
selection argue that since there tends to be low voter turnout, judges
would be essentially unaccountable to the public. 2" This complaint

199. Mullinax, supra note 44, at 32. In discussing Missouri's plan, the United States
Supreme Court recently commented: "The people of Missouri rationally could conclude that
retention elections - in which state judges run unopposed at relatively long intervals - do
not serve as an adequate check on judges whose performance is deficient." Gregory v.
Ashcroft, Ill S. Ct. 2395, 2407 (1991).
200. Dubois, supranote 44, at 45-46. But see Susan B. Carbon, JudicialRetention Elections:
Are They Serving Their Intended Purpose?, 64 JUDIcATuir 210, 216 (1980) (indicating that
judges are accountable to the public in retention elections). There are four arguments countering
the lack of accountability to the public in retention elections. Id. First, the judges are
accountable because retention elections provide the public with periodic reviews of judicial
performance and only a simple majority vote is needed to unseat the judge. Id. Secondly,
"popular elections" do not really exist under our present elective systems since most candidates
are originally appointed by political leaders and the public thereafter merely ratifies the political
leader's choice. Id. Third, most judges under an elective system are initially appointed by the
governor to fill vacancies so true accountability in judicial elections does not exist. Id. Finally,
the public is served better by not forcing judges to stand for election since in an election a
judge's political popularity is more important than his qualifications. Id. Professor Champagne
responds to the "accountability" arguments by stating:
If the public desires judges to be accountable to the electorate, then voters must
make a rational choice between candidates. This choice can be a judgment on the
qualifications or policy positions of judicial candidates. For such a choice to be
based on reason, voters must assess judicial candidates in one of two ways: (1)
voters must have personal knowledge or information about the judicial candidates;
or (2) voters must have some external cue about the candidates that allows voters
to choose without personal knowledge about specific candidates. If voters do not
have knowledge of candidates or useful cues as to the candidates' qualifications or
positions, they will use other means by which they can make ballot choices. Voters
will respond to candidates' public relations techniques or rely on name identification
or the name attractiveness of candidates.
Champagne, supra note 63, at 92. Under this reasoning, the shortcomings with respect to
"accountability" apply as much to our present elective system of judicial selections in Texas
as well as to Missouri's system of retention elections since empirical evidence indicates that in
most cases voters under present elective systems know little about judicial candidates or their
qualifications. See, Hill, supra note 6, at 358.
201. In upholding Missouri's mandatory retirement plan against a claim that it violated
the federal Age Discrimination and Employment Act of 1967, the Supreme Court recently
noted:
The people of Missouri have a legitimate, indeed compelling, interest in maintaining
a judiciary fully capable of performing the demanding tasks that judges must
perform. It is an unfortunate fact of life that physical and mental capacity sometimes
diminish with age. [citations omitted] The people may therefore wish to replace some
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points to the voters' lack of knowledge about the judge, 202 and the
20 3
fact that few judges actually are defeated in retention elections.
Finally, it is argued that judges, once merit-selected, are effectively
life tenured and therefore not publicly accountable for their decisions.

204

older judges. Voluntary retirement will not always be sufficient. Nor may impeachment-with its public humiliation and elaborate procedural machinery-serve acceptably
the goal of a fully functioning judiciary.
111 S. Ct. at 2407; see Mo. CoNsr., Art. VII, §§ 1-3.
202. See John A. Stookey and George Watson, Merit Retention Elections: Can the Bar
Influence Voters?, 64 JuDicA-uRu
235, 235-36 (1980) (lack of information in retention elections
may cause voter to automatically vote "yes" or not vote). But see Carbon, supra note 200,
at 217 (stating that widespread voter information is not needed in retention election unless a
judge's record is poor).
203. See Cosri, supra note 192, at 112 (few judges unseated in retention elections); see also
Dubois, supra note 44, at 18. Of the 353 judges who sought retention in thirteen states in
1976, all but 3 returned to office. Id. Since the race is unopposed, often those professional
failings of judges are not brought to the public's attention and re-election of an incumbent
judge may be inevitable. Id. But see Stookey and Watson, supra note 202, at 241 (noting that
the bar can make a retention election effective by informing voters about candidates); Hill,
supra note 6, at 358 (postulating that the success of judicial incumbents in retention elections
argues for a merit system since it indicates that mostly well qualified nominees were initially
selected).
204. See McMillan, supra note 193, at 11-12. In light of a fairly recent California retention
election, the retention election additionally has been denigrated for the amount of funds
required to unseat a judge. See John T. Wold & John H. Culver, The Defeat of the California
Justices: The Campaign, the Electorate, and the Issue of JudicialAccountability, 70 JUDICATURE
348, 350-51 (1987) (seven and one-half million dollars spent in California retention election).
In November 1986, three California Supreme Court Justices, Cruz Reynoso, Joseph Grodin
and Rose Bird, were defeated in a retention election in which almost eight million dollars was
spent. Id. All three justices were appointed by California Governor Jerry Brown. Id. at 349.
Chief Justice Rose Bird had been publicly criticized for her liberal views, including the fact
the court had overturned the death penalty in 53 of 56 capital cases. See John H. Culver and
John T. Wold, Rose Bird and the Politics of Judicial Accountability in California, 70
JUDICATURE 80, 86 (1986). When Bird and the other two Jerry Brown appointees ran for
retention, there was heightened publicity and strong opposition, some of which came from
law enforcement agencies, Republican challengers, a coalition of state and local prosecutors
and Crime Victims for Court Reform. See Wold & Culver, supra, at 349-50. Bird was rejected
by 66 percent of the voters; Reynoso was defeated by 60 percent of the voters; and Grodin
was defeated by 57 percent of the voters. Id. at 351. Compared with other elections, this
election was an aberration for a number of reasons, including the amount of money spent
and the high percentage of voter turnout. Id. at 350-51. Rose Bird's defeat in the 1986
California retention election should not be compared with retention elections that occur in
merit selection states because California's system has been characterized as a "very political
appointive system." After California, What's Next for Judicial Elections?, 70 JUDICATURE
356, 363 (1987). Since 1934, selection has been made by the California governor who nominates
candidates for supreme court vacancies. See Culver and Wold, supra, at 82. A Commission
on Judicial Appointment, which includes the state court's chief justice, the senior presiding
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Supporters concede that the merit selection plan is not a flawless
plan for fully eradicating partisanship and politics from judicial
selection. 2 5 The benefits of merit selection, however, appear to
considerably outweigh its weaknesses. No less important is the fact
that its benefits address some of the underlying problems and inherent
dangers of the current elective process. 2°6 First, while a truly accountable elective system requires a large turnout of informed voters, the
merit plan's retention election was not initially intended to generate
widespread voter participation.20 Because a merit-selected judge has
been previously screened by a nominating commission, the need for
large voter participation is reduced, except for those occasions when
a judge has egregiously abused his role or has mental or physical
infirmities. 20a Secondly, although partisan election campaigning cre-

justice of the courts of appeal and the attorney general, must approve the nominee by two
out of three votes. Id. The newly appointed justice must then stand for retention election. Id.
205. See Garwood, supra note 29, at 12-19.
206. Id. at 3.
207. See Carbon, supra note 200, at 217. Although retention elections often result in lower
voter turnout than popular judicial elections, a disparity in accountability between the two
systems is mitigated by two factors present in popular elections. See Paul D. Beechen, Can
Judicial Election Express the People's Choice?, 57 JUDicATURE 242, 243 (1974). First, in a
system of popular election, a large percentage of judges are actually appointed by the governor
to fill judicial vacancies and therefore are not actually accountable to the voters. See id. Prior
to abandonment of the elective system in 1967, Dean Sneed reported that 65.7% of the judges
in Oklahoma reached the bench by gubernatorial appointment. See Sneed, supra note 38, at
13.
In Texas, 57 percent of the trial court judges attained their position by gubernatorial
appointment in 1962 as did 67% of trial court judges in 1984. Champagne, supra note 63, at
65-66. The characteristics of such judicial appointees include such non-judicial concerns as
friendship, party loyalty and ideological purity. Id. at 58, 66. See also Hill, supra note 6, at
359. (stating that having friends in high office or otherwise involved in political activities is
perceived as most the important factor in obtaining appointments) Also, an incumbent is rarely
defeated in contested district court elections. See Champagne, supra note 63, at 66. During
three election cycles, only 13 of the 367 counties had defeats of incumbent district judge. Id.
at 77. Of those 13 counties, most defeated one or two recently appointed Republican judges
in 1982. Id. From 1980-1984, 12 district judges and 6 appellate judges were defeated per year.
Id. at 70.
208. See Carbon, supra note 200, at 217. "What the plan leaves for the people is in the
nature of a veto - a last chance to get rid of a man who, in spite of all other safeguards,
turns out to be unsatisfactory." Id. at 221. One study shows that the defeat of a judge in a
retention election is usually for some significant reason. See id. Of the judges who have not
been retained in retention judicial elections, 75 percent were opposed for eight significant
reasons which included lack of professional competence, judicial philosophy, judicial conduct,
judicial temperament, controversial decisions, criminal activity, public scandals and local
politics. Id. at 221, 223-28. The primary reason for opposition to the judge was lack of
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ates widespread publicity, available voter information is devoid of
real substance and renders the campaign issueless. 209 By contrast,
retention election publicity and voter information is not imperative
unless the judge's record is poor, in which case the bar and the
public should generate sufficient adverse publicity. 210 Finally, the

possible life tenure of appointees, which is viewed as an undesirable
result of merit selection, is urged by plan advocates as a desirable
result of the system since it "is designed to select competent persons

initially and then assure those individuals secure careers on the
21 2
bench. ' 211 Only unacceptable judges will be removed.

IX.

THE CASE FAVOING ADOPTION OF A MERIT SELECTION PLAN

Adopting an across the board merit selection plan in Texas
would attack the root of the problem rather than attempting to

remedy mechanical defects of current popular elective process. Judges
would no longer be forced to be politicians as required by an elective
system. Thus, the large amount of time spent in soliciting campaign
funds and in election campaigns may be devoted to their arduous
duties on the bench. 213 The quality of the Texas judiciary would
ultimately improve as all elements of judicial campaigning are elim-

professional competence, for example, lack of intellectual abilities or alleged administrative
ineptitude. Id. at 223. Only twenty-five percent of the unsuccessful judges were not retained
for less significant reasons, such as a recent divorce or a controversial decision. Id. at 221.
209. Spaeth, supra note 70, at 19. While some argue that contested elections produce
enough publicity to place the public in a position to make an informed decision, the publicity
that is generated in a judicial election lacks helpful information and the campaign is issueless.
Carbon, supra note 200, at 217. Judicial election campaigns become issueless largely because
the ethical canons limit a candidate's statements and conduct. See Anderson, Ethical Problems
of Lawyers and Judges in Election Campaigns, 50 A.B.A.J. 819, 820 (1964). Canon 7 of the
Texas Code of Judicial Conduct is entitled: "A judge shall refrain from political activity
inappropriate to the judiciary." TEx. CODE OF JUICIAL CONDUCT, Canon 7 (Vernon Supp.
1992). The accompanying rules prohibit statements of opinion which may be subject to judicial
interpretation, as well as pledges or promises other than to be faithful and impartial in
performance of judicial duties. Id.
210. Carbon, supra note 200, at 217; see also Stookey & Watson, supra note 202, at 241.
If the bar is to instrumentally influence voters in retention elections, a bar poll which adequately
reflects the differing attitudes of the legal population must be conducted. Id. Also, the voters
must realize that they are relying on bar members' concept of fairness and justice rather than
their own. Id.
211. Carbon, supra note 200, at 218.
212. Id.
213. Douglass, supra note 97, at 686-87.
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inated. 214 More importantly, judges will no longer be forced to depend
on lawyers and those who appear in their court for campaign
support. 215 Consequently, the judges' ethical dilemma of soliciting
political support and contributions, while simultaneously maintaining
an impartial image, will be eliminated and the appearances of im21 6
propriety which have troubled us in the past, will diminish.
A final, quintessentially important reason for supporting the
early adoption of a merit selection plan lies in the fact that such a
plan, better than anything else, minimizes the possibility of a future
disaster which Texas cannot afford to undergo. 2 7 In its judicial
elections, Texas has entered a new world in which enormous sums
of money are sought and paid. Judges are thus confronted with
enlarged temptations and opportunities for misuse.218 The temptations
219
escalate as the dollars increase. Big money begets big indiscretions.
In noting that in one month in 1988 two law firms contributed
$98,200 to state supreme court candidates, one commentator concluded: "Those attorneys and law firms were not trying to buy a
judge. They were trying to ensure that judges who likely will favor
their clients get elected. It's a subtle distinction but one that is
important."=°

Although the commentator's statement is undoubtedly true with
respect to donative intent of the two law firms, it is the authors'
view that only the most credulous would assume human nature to
be so impervious to temptation as to observe such fine distinctions
at all times and in all circumstances. With the increases in campaign
contributions, the Texas judicial system remains at high risk as long
as we accept a view that the thin line between corruption and mere
"influence" will never be crossed by candidates seeking money and
contributors seeking specific results.

214.

This appears to be the experience in other states which have adopted the merit system.

Krivosha, supranote 187, at 132; William Murchison, Commentary: Lawyer to Judge Donations
Affect Perception of Justice, TEx. LAW., Mar. 30, 1987, at 18.
215. See generally Edgar & McGonigle, supra note 67, at 2; Kaplan, supra note 72, at 18.
216. Smoler & Stokinger, supra note 61, at 354; Anderson, supra note 209, at 823;
Krivosha, supra note 44, at 19-20.
217. See supra notes 11-20.
218. See supra notes 72-78, 114.
219. See Ed Magnuson, "You Sold Your Office," TEm, Nov. 26, 1990, at 35 (discussing
the Senate hearings on the "Keating Five").
220. Tim Moran, Issue in Texas Court is Who Pays, HOUSTON CHtoN., April 3, 1988, §
5, at 4.
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Furthermore, the point urged is a distinction without a real
difference. The distinction completely ignores a fundamental aim of
the court system: to administer equal justice to all under the law.22t

Inequality of treatment results whether the influence of big money
permeates and colors an entire line of cases or simply produces a
biased and corrupt decision in one specific matter.m

Opponents of change argue that a merit system will not guarantee
that appointed judges will be honest.2 This is a truism. No one can
guarantee another's honesty in any walk of life, and the mere
adoption of an appointive system would not accomplish that goal.
This fact, however, misses the point. A merit selection. system does
minimize the power and temptation of big money. Past experience
teaches us that the lure of big money is usually the lubricant along

the road to unscrupulous conduct.224 As one writer put it when the
Selected Investments disclosures shocked the Oklahoma public into
action:
[F]or if judges didn't have to run for election, there would be no
convenient dodge for the temptation-prone judge to receive money
in the guise of funds for 'campaign expenses.' As it is now, any
extra illicit income can be listed under this category, and be
indistinguishable from the donations the most honest judge would
require in a contested race.22

Remove the judge from elective politics, and that would not be
possible.

221. See Chisom v. Roemer, 111 S. Ct. 2354, 2365 (1991); Spaeth, supra note 70, at 14
(noting that "A judge, however, who is not impartial is nothing. Worse, he is an oppression;
only because of her blindfold, the goddess of jsutice is given a sword."); Krivosha, supra note
44, at 15 (stating that "A judge who decides a case, not upon the merits, but upon what he
perceives to be the will of the majority, is subject not only to ridicule but also to removal
from office.").
222. See supra notes 13 and 78.
223. See Burnet, supra note 44, at 1100 (stating that "More specifically, it has been asserted
that the offering and receiving of political contributions can prove embarrassing. Perhaps this
is true, but the author would deny it and would point out that the integrity of no man is
strengthened by artificial removal from temptation."). See also, Moran, supra note 220, at 4
(stating that "Appointing judges won't guarantee that judges are honest.").
224. See supra notes 11, 14, 25 and 216.
225. Electioneering Judges, supra note 14. The statement quoted is preceded in the article
by these explanatory statements: United States District Attorney B. Andrew Potter said he
had a witness who would testify that Corn indicated the bribe was to go to Corn and "others"
for "campaign expenses." Corn was a supreme court justice for 24 years until he retired in
1959 to become a supernumerary judge. Id.
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A problem with our present system in Texas lies in the fact that
it is virtually impossible to prove that a gift of money is something
other than a bona fide campaign contribution. One's motive for
giving is purely subjective. A claim that it is a campaign contribution
can be refuted only under very unusual circumstances, such as an
admission made by one of the parties or some rarely-obtained extrinsic evidence which disproves the claim. 226 As we have observed,
some members of the Oklahoma Supreme Court had been receiving
bribes under the guise of campaign contributions for more than two
decades before the truth was revealed quite by accident in an unrelated bankruptcy proceeding.2 7
The risks to our judicial system of a misjudgment are appalling
if we condone or ignore the dangers inherent in gifts of big money
under our present elective method.28
Article 16 section 41 of the Texas Constitution provides [emphasis added]:
Sec. 41. Any person who shall, directly or indirectly, offer, give,
or promise, any money or thing of value, testimonial, privilege
or personal advantage, to any executive or judicial officer or
member of the Legislature to influence him in the performance
of any of his public or official duties, shall be guilty of bribery,
and be punished in such manner as shall be provided by law.
And any member of the Legislature or executive or judicialofficer
who shall solicit, demand or receive, or consent to receive, directly
or indirectly, for himself, or for another, from any company,
corporation or person, any money, appointment, employment,
testimonial, reward, thing of value or employment, or of personal
advantage or promise thereof,for his vote or official influence,
orfor withholding the same, or with any understanding,expressed
or implied, that his vote or official action shall be in any way
influenced thereby, or who shall solicit, demand and receive any
such money or other advantage matter or thing aforesaid for
another, as the consideration of his vote or official influence, in
consideration of the payment or promise of such money, advantage, matter or thing to another, shall be held guilty of bribery,
within the meaning of the Constitution, and shall incur the disabilities provided for said offenses, with a forfeiture of the office

226. Supra note 20.
227. Id.
228. Cf. supra note 25 (detailing the effect of one judge in numerous cases throughout his
tenure).
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they may hold, and such other additional punishment as is or
shall be provided by law.229
This provision appears to be self-executing, if not by its own
language, then because a judge is immediately disqualified from
sitting in a case in which he may be interested under Article 16
section 11 of the Texas Constitution.2 0 An "interest" of the kind
which prompts disqualification is a direct pecuniary interest in the
matter at hand. Clearly a payment solicited or received by a judge
in return for a specific result in a case is exactly that. 231 Thus, if a
judge solicits, receives, or consents to receive what turns out to be
in fact a bribe, all orders made by him in the matter are void and
his office is subject to forfeiture. 2 He is without jurisdiction to act
further.2 3 His incapacity to act cannot be waived. 2 - Any judgment
rendered by him is a nullity, void and subject to collateral attack.3"
A judgment in which that person's ruling was an essential to the
6
decision may be set aside, even years later.3
Gifts of money, mislabeled as campaign contributions and made
to a judge, may result in the vacating of an enormous and unforeseeable number of judgments, previously deemed final. 1 7 As was the
case in Oklahoma, this can create a crisis affecting not only our
judicial system but also the entire state. This is not mere flight of
fancy, for, as we have demonstrated, a similar crisis has already
occurred elsewhere and, in fact, next door.
X.

CONCLUSION

Texans have historically distrusted centralized government, favoring the right of voters to elect judges. 8 In recent years, some
gross impressions of impartiality have raised serious questions about

229.
230.
231.

TEX. CoNsT. art. XVI, § 41 (emphasis added).
TEx. CONST. art. V, § I1.
TEX. CONST. art. XVI, § 41.

232. Id.
233. See Nalle v. City of Austin, 85 Tex. 520, 22 S.W. 668 (1893); Burks v. Bennett, 62
Tex. 277 (1884); Chambers v. Hodge, 23 Tex. 105, 112 (1859).
234. Postal Mut. Indem. Co. v. Ellis, 140 Tex. 570, 572; 169 S.W.2d 482, 484 (1943).
235. Lee v. State, 555 S.W.2d 121, 124 (Tex. Crim. App. 1977).
236. See Oklahoma Co. v. O'Neil, 431 P.2d 445, 448 (Okla. 1867).
237. Cf. Johnson v. Johnson, 424 P.2d 414, 422 (Okla. 1967) (concurring opinion by
Justice Morrill and cases therein cited).
238. Champagne, supra note 63, at 55; Texas Research League, supra note 74, at 2.
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Texas' current judicial elective process.239 The very real possibility of
corrupt influence, as occurred in Oklahoma, through ever increasing
campaign contributions to judges ° form a gathering threat to our
Texas judicial system. 241 The very foundation of our justice system,

"equality under the law," is at stake.
Although a hunger for an acceptable solution has existed for
2 the concerns and pressures for change have now
decades in Texas, A
become climactic. Reform of the state's judicial selection process is
inevitable, particularly in light of the recent decisions in Chisom, 43
and Houston Lawyer's Association-" that elected judges are "representatives" within the meaning of the Voting Rights Act. 24 An
amendment to the Texas Constitution is likely required to comply
with the Voting Rights Act, despite the desires of particular groups
246
and interests.
The likelihood of these court mandated changes, and the public's
growing discontent with the current elective process,'247 calls for a
solution which is more than a mere "band-aid" change, such as the
periodic shifting of the boundaries of voting districts. 24 A solution

239. See supra notes 49-59, 72, 78-79.
240. See supra notes 11-24.
241. See supra note 78.
242. See Robert W. Calvert, Problems of JudicialAdministration, 25 TEx. B.J. 639, 64041 (1962); Ireland Graves, Selection and Tenure of Appellate Court Judges, 12 TEX. B.J. 13,
13-14 (1949); Hill, supra note 6, at 341-44; Should Judiciary Article Be Revised?, 17 TEX.
B.J. 686, 687-90 (1954).
243. Chisom v. Roemer, 111 S. Ct. 2354 ('1991).
244. Houston Law. Ass'n v. Attorney General, 111 S. Ct. 2376 (1991).
245. 42 U.S.C. § 1973 (1982).
246. See Saldafia & Beckwith, supra note 198, at 7 (stating that legislative proposals require
constitutional amendment).
247. Young, Time for curtain to fall on statejudicial circus, WAco TRImUmE-HERAL.D, Jan.
18, 1990, § 1, at 1; Carr, How to select Texas Judges? Combine appointment, election to
assure that candidates on the ballot are well qualified, WACO TRIBUNE-HERALD, Jan. 14, 1990,
§ 1, at 10; FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, Mar. 2, 1988, at 12.
248. McFadden in his authoritative analysis of the elective system reached these conclusions:
Judicial campaigning is problematic, and its problems are growing worse. Progressively
higher expenses will continue to force candidates to raise more money, often from lawyers
who will later practice before the candidates, or from new sources, like political action
committees and special interest groups, who have begun to fund judicial campaigns with
growing regularity. Progressively greater pressures on judicial candidates to campaign aggressively will continue to erode the traditional limits of proper campaign conduct. These developments, both in campaign finance and campaign conduct, are hardly unique to judicial races,
and indeed, may be regarded as part of a larger movement affecting all political races. [citations
omitted] But this simply underscores the need for corrective action. The unwholesome pressures
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is needed to attack the crux of the problem: the inherently inconsistent
roles of politician and impartial arbitrator that a judge must maintain
in an elective process.
A merit selection plan addresses the ethical and practical dilemma
by completely eradicating the political role of an elected judge. Time
and effort spent campaigning by an elected judge can be more
properly devoted to the bench. A merit selection plan will also
encourage the selection of well qualified lawyers who once hesitated
to consider elective office for political or personal reasons. More
significantly, as judges' reliance on attorneys and other interested
parties for financial support is eliminated, risks of damage to our
system of equal justice under law are avoided. Under the merit
selection plan, the impressions of partiality will dwindle and public
respect for the judiciary, tarnished by earlier events, will be renewed
and revitalized.

on judicial elections will only grow stronger in the coming years. MCFADDEN, supra note 6,
at 115. See also supra notes 156-65; System at Risk, HOUSTON CHRON., June 21, 1991;
Schuttman, Seize Opportunity to Overhaul State JudicialSystem, FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM,
January 25, 1990.

